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1. Warning!
This guide describes the migration to CLICOM 3.1 English version. It does not concern users of French (or
other language) versions of CLICOM.
This guide is only for those who use CLICOM 3.0 in a "classic" way and want to migrate to CLICOM 3.1. It
does not take into account some customised uses of CLICOM.
This guide does not consider the migration from CLICOM 2.1 to CLICOM 3.1.
This guide does not take into account some network issues, especially those concerning Novell networks. For
these cases special studies are needed.
This guide assumes that you are a confirmed CLICOM user.
For each task described in the guide, take care to pay attention to which system it refers : to CLICOM 3.0
system (previous one) or to CLICOM 3.1 system (new one).

2. Why the word "Migrate" instead of Upgrade
CLICOM 3.1 does not include an upgrade facility. As CLICOM around the world is running on so many
different combinations of operating systems and DataEase versions, it is not realistic to develop an Upgrade
facility to CLICOM 3.1 for them all. The only way to make a successful migration to CLICOM 3.1 is :
•
•
•

to keep your current CLICOM system in a safe place,
to install CLICOM 3.1 as a new installation,
and then to migrate all the information from your previous CLICOM system to CLICOM 3.1.

The verb migrate could include : to copy information, to import information, to create or modify programs,
forms and reports, even to change or upgrade your Operating System or your Database Management
System (DataEase) version.
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3. Do you need CLICOM 3.1? (disadvantages and advantages)
3.1 Disadvantages
4 Risky process
It is always risky to change an operational system that runs well. You know what you may lose, you do not
know what you will get! Even if CLICOM 3.1 has been tested carefully you are never protected from some of
the major problems in computer science like incompatibility and lack of expertise to solve every problem you
may be faced with.

4 Time consuming process
Although a new CLICOM 3.1 installation may take only 15 minutes, the transition from your current system to
CLICOM 3.1 can be very time consuming. In theory one day is sufficient for the transition, in practice one
week might be necessary. The duration of the migration depends on :
•
•
•

the modifications you have made to your previous CLICOM system (creation/modification of programs, of
DataEase queries and menus, etc.),
the modifications you plan for your new system (new hardware, new version of DataEase, new Operating
System, new archive device, etc.),
and your CLICOM computing expertise.

4 Complex process
The transition to CLICOM 3.1 may become very complex. Let us take an example : you are running CLICOM
3.0 on a DOS 3.3 version with DataEase 2.5, and you want to install CLICOM 3.1 on a PC with Windows NT
and DataEase 5.1x. You should perform each of the following tasks :
•
•
•
•
•
•

Backup all your system,
Install Windows NT (always a risk of incompatibility of some of your drive units) with, perhaps,
modification of the partition of your hard disk,
Install DataEase 5.1 x,
Upgrade your DataEase database (you will need DataEase version 4.x for this purpose!),
Install CLICOM 3.1,
Migrate to CLICOM 3.1 by copying (import, copy, create) all the information from your previous system
to the new one.

Each of these tasks requires some knowledge or at least enough time to read the different manuals and, of
course, the Guide that you are presently reading.
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3.2 Advantages

4 Compatibility with Windows NT Operating System, and also Windows 95 and windows 98.
4 Compatibility with the version 5.1x of the DataEase Database Management
System (DBMS). According to Sapphire, the supplier of DataEase, DataEase 5.1x is fully Year 2000
compliant, and DataEase 4.53 is partially compliant.
See Appendix A for a summary of DataEase 5.1x.

n^i

4 Correction of bugs, in DataEase forms and reports

4 Enhancement
•
•

Quality control improvement,
More flexibility to generate Monthly DatafromDaily Data.

#• New features
Merge key-entry files of the same type,
Create custom map display,
Compute CLIMAT message,
Compute CLIMAT TEMP message,
Import multiple stations into key-entry forms,
Archive, retrieve and sort for the sub-forms,
Archive with compression,
Wind-rose subsystem,
Export datafromkey-entry forms,
List headers of data in a selected key-entry form,
Copy and retrieve the key-entry forms,
Annual summary of Monthly Data,
Data entry on a floppy disk subsystem, without the need to have a full CLICOM installation.
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3.3 Suggestion

^ If you are reasonably satisfied with your system and you do not plan to purchase new hardware or/and
software, we recommend that you do not migrate to CLICOM 3.1. Nevertheless you will still have the
possibility to enhance your current system with some of the following features included in CLICOM 3.1:
More flexibility to generate Monthly DatafromDaily Data.
Merge key-entry files of the same type,
Create custom map display,
Compute CLIMAT message,
Compute CLIMAT TEMP message,
Import multiple stations into key-entry forms,
Archive with compression,
Wind-rose subsystem,
Export datafromkey-entry forms,
List headers of data in a selected key-entry form,
Annual summary of Monthly Data,
Data entry on a floppy disk subsystem, without the need to have a full CLICOM installation.

t?Y:"l

^ If you think that CLICOM 3.1 is suitable for you, please read the migration disadvantages again before
going on to the next page...
frrr-i

For more complete details of the new features of CLICOM 3.1 please see
appendix G of the CLICOM 3.1 manual.
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4. How to proceed if you decide to use CLICOM 3.1
This guide studies 4 different cases depending on how you will migrate and if you are going to change or not
your current DataEase version. Please identify the case that applies to you and then go through the
corresponding chapter.
You will notice that the different cases depend on whether you have a "free" PC available for installing
CLICOM 3.1. A "free" PC means one with no CLICOM system installed on it. The easiest way to proceed
with the migration of your CLICOM system is to keep your current CLICOM 3.0 system on a PC, and to install
CLICOM 3.1 on another PC. This method allows you to continue running with CLICOM 3.0 operationally on
one PC while, in parallel, you do the installing, migrating and testing of CLICOM 3.1. This is the
recommended solution.
However, as there is always a solution in computer science, you may proceed with only one computer but must
be very careful.

Case n°l : You decide to install CLICOM 3.1 on a PC which already runs CLICOM 3.0 (i.e. you do not have a
"free" PC) and you are not going to change the version of your current DataEase.
4 go through CASE n°l, chapter 5.
Case n°2 : You decide to install CLICOM 3.1 on a PC which already runs CLICOM 3.0 (i.e. you do not have a
"free" PC) and you are going to change the version of your current DataEase.
4 go through CASE n°2, chapter 6.
Case n°3 : You decide to install CLICOM 3.1 on a "free" PC, which does not have CLICOM on it, and you are
not going to change the version of your current DataEase.
* go through CASE n°3, chapter 7.
Case n°4 : You decide to install CLICOM 3.1 on a "free" PC which does not have CLICOM on it, and you are
going to change the version of your current DataEase.
4 go through CASE n°4, chapter 8.

In this guide DE means DataEase
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5. Case n°1 : You decide to install CLICOM 3.1 on a PC which
already runs CLICOM 3.0 (i.e. you do not have a "free" PC) and you
are not going to change the version of your current DataEase

5.1 Check if you have all the necessary material to install CLICOM 3.1
You must know exactly how your current CLICOM system is installed and the different versions of all the
software you are using (Operating System, DataEase, CLICOM, COSORT).
You must have :
•

The installation diskettes or the CD-ROM for CLICOM 3.1 or the installation set on hard disk,

•

The installation diskettes for the versions of DataEase and COSORT that you are currently using,

•

The CLICOM 3.1 manual (if not it can be printed from the installation diskettes or the CD-ROM of
CLICOM 3.1 which contains some useful information for the installation and for the migration,

•

If you decide to upgrade or to install a new Operating System (OS), make sure that you have the OS
installation set. You should check also that all your devices are compatible with the OS that you want to
install.

Make working copies of your software
With all software, it is important to protect the original disks you receive from the publisher. Use the
DISKCOPY command to make working copies of your software before running the install program (the COPY
command will not make installable copies of the DataEase or COSORT disks).
Store the original diskettes in a safe place. We recommend that you always use the working copies of your
software, not the original disks. Use the original disks only to make replacements if anything happens to your
working copies.
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5.2 Prepare your computer for CLICOM 3.1
5.2.1 Step 1 : Clean up your CLICOM 3.0 system
•

Make a general backup of all your hard disk that contains CLICOM 3.0. For security reason make several
copies of the backup using, if possible, different devices.
Ensure that all the climate data have been loaded into DataEase (choice 3.2 : Load validated key-entry data
into DataEase).

Very important : check the format of your off-line climate data archives. In order to be able later to retrieve
your climate data into CLICOM 3.1, your off-line data must be in ASCII format or in DataEase format
(*.DBM). If your off-line archives are not in one of these formats, i.e. you have used the BACKUP or
MSBACKUP commands or other backup software to copy your data off-line, you must re-format your off-line
archives into ASCII or DataEase formats.
One solution to get your off-line archives into ASCII or DataEase formats is to retrieve them into your on-line
CLICOM 3.0 system (choice 8 of the Main menu of CLICOM). Then export the data, that you have just
restored, into ASCII or DataEase formats (by the choice 2.2 "Export/import climate data").
If you have climate data on-line, please archive all of them. Archive them in ASCII format or in DataEase
format (*.DBM). In order to be able later to retrieve your data into CLICOM 3.1, we recommend that you
do not use the DOS BACKUP or MSBACKUP commands or other backup software. Remember that your
archive represents the work of many years. Make several copies of your archive on different archive
devices. We recommend that you use both kinds of archive : the CLICOM archive with the choice 8 (copy
data to off-line), and also export data in CLICOM ASCII format (choice 2.2.3). Archive and export all the
different types of data (Monthly, Ten Day, Daily, etc.).
Compute the size of your CLICOM system (directories \DEDATA, \DE, \COSORT, \CLIGRAF and
\CLICOM). If the size of the free disk space of your hard disk is less than the size of your current
CLICOM system, we recommend that you clear all the on-line data files with the choice 8.3. Be careful!
When you clear an on-line data file you must be sure that the data you want to clear have already been
archived (see the previous point).
If the size of the free disk space of your hard disk is still less than the size of your current CLICOM
system, clear all the subsetfileswith for example the choice 2.4.2.2.
Make a DataEase backup of your database in order to verify if there are any problems in your database
(choice 2.8.2.3 and instructions in next paragraph). Try to backup your database on your hard disk. If you
do not have enough free disk space for this purpose try to clear all non-CLICOM applications andfilesthat
you do not need. Keep a note of all warning messages from DataEase during the backup and if DataEase
discovers any problems, try to fix them before going on.
To do DataEase backup :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a directory (e.g. BACKUP).
If you are using DataEase 2.5 substitute L: for the drive and the directory you just have created
(e.g. SUBST L: C:\BACKUP).
Then logon to CLICOM with ADMIN authority to get to the "DataEase Main Menu" then
For DataEase 2.5, choice 4 "DataBase Maintenance"
For DataEase 4.x, choice 6 "DataBase Maintenance"
Choose the choice, 2-Backup Database.
When asked where to backup to, enter L (if using DataEase 2.5) or enter \BACKUP (if using
DataEase 4.x).
Choose how you would like errors handled (e.g. 3-decide on error)
Exit CLICOM
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5.2.2 Step 2 : Get information on your current CLICOM 3.0
This will help you for the migration to CLICOM 3.1.
5.2.2.1 Fortran part of CLICOM 3.0
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Print out the set-up of your printer (choice 5.3.1).
Print out the Fortran messages text by using the choice 5.11 "Copy Fortran msg file to text".
Print out the files MLYPUB.LIM, DLY2MLY.LIM and DLY210D.LIM that are in the \CLICOM\DATA
directory.
Print out all the files with the .PRM extension in the \CLICOM\DATA and \CLIGRAF\DATA directories.
If you have defined or modified some "Fortran Program Forms" in your CLICOM 3.0 system, please print
out their definitions with the choice 5.9 "List program form definitions". If the choice 5.9 does not work
use the choice 5.6 "FORTRAN program forms" and write/print out on paper the definition of additional or
modified forms.
If you have defined or modified some "Screens for batch menus" in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the
choice 5.8 (program DEFSCRN), please make a print-out of these screens (e.g. by using the Print Screen
key)
Write on paper the definition of each key-entry form you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1 (type, Dataset-ID,
elements, check on normal distribution, element to be used with area quality control- choice 5.1.1).
Write on paper any area-QC map outlines defined that you want to use with CLICOM 3.1 (name, latitude,
longitude, with also the dataset link-choice 5.4.1 and 5.4.2).
Print out thefileDEDATE.CFG that is in the \CLICOM\DATA directory.

5.2.2.2 DataEase part of CLICOM 3.0
•
•
•
•
•
•

Print out the set-up of your DataEase printer (Define Printers in System Administration of DataEase).
Print out the system configuration of your database (choice 2.8.1.7.2).
Write on paper or print out all the data from the MISC CODE DEFINITION form.
Print out the status of the database for forms and reports by using the choice 2.8.2.2.
Print out the definition of the STN-GEOGRAPHY form.
Print out the list of Elements by running the DataEase procedure "ALL ELEMENTS".
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5.2.3 Step 3 : Rename or Remove the directories of your CLICOM 3.0 system

n

In order to install CLICOM 3.1 as a new installation you should rename or remove the CLICOM 3.0
directories.

!

Compute the size of the following CLICOM 3.0 directories : \DE, \DEDATA, \CLICOM (and all its subdirectories) and \CLICGRAF (and all its sub-directories).

"^

Check the amount of free disk space on your hard disk.
I

^ If the amount of free disk space on your hard disk is less than the size of the CLICOM 3.0 directories, you
should remove (copy or backup to disks or other devices) some or all of the CLICOM.3.0 directories. Start
with \CLIGRAF directory, then with \CLICOM\PROG, etc., until you have sufficient free disk space. Rename
the directories that remain e.g. :
CLIGRAF
CLICOM
DE
DEDATA
COSORT

rename as BAKGRAF
rename as BAKCLI
rename as BAKDE
rename as BAKDATA
rename as BAKCOST

m

^ If the amount of free disk space on your hard disk is greater than the size of the CLICOM directories, you
should only rename the CLICOM 3.0 directories :
CLIGRAF
CLICOM
DE
DEDATA
COSORT

"J
j

rename as BAKGRAF
rename as BAKCLI
rename as BAKDE
rename as BAKDATA
rename as BAKCOST

1
"^
H
I

l--:::>\
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5.3 Upgrade your Operating System if needed
Follow instructions in your Operating System manual.
Be careful! DataEase 2.5 does not work very well with Windows NT and DataEase 4.2 (DE16M) does not
work with Windows NT.

5.4 Install DataEase and COSORT
In order to get a clean installation, the purpose here is to install as a first installation, and not to upgrade, the
versions of DataEase and COSORT you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1.
Please refer to the CLICOM manual and also, if necessary, to the DataEase manual and the COSORT manual.
Install DataEase in the \DE directory and COSORT in the \COSORT directory.

DataEase installation :
If you re-install a version 4.53 of DataEase do not forget to modify the ZTERMDEF.DBZ file (under
the \DE directory) in order to allow the automatic re-indexing. After the installation of DataEase 4.53 please :

psi

Make a copy of the ZTERMDDEF.DBZ file
Type:
CD C:\DE
Type:
DEBUG ZTERMDEF.DBZ
Debug will display a - as the prompt
Type:
E034A
Debug will display a message ending with 01.
Immediately after the 01.
Type:
00
Type:
W
Type:
Q

COSORT installation
PU

Be careful! Some COSORT versions allow installation once only. If this is the case for your COSORT
software, please copy all the necessary files from your VBAKCOST directory to the \COSORT directory.

5.5 Install CLICOM 3.1
Install CLICOM 3.1 as a first installation. Please refer to the CLICOM manual.

I
1
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5.6 Migrate all the information from your previous CLICOM system 3.0 to
CLICOM 3.1
Now let's go to the main part of our job ....

5.6.1 Migrate information from your CLICOM 3.0 database
Most of the data of your CLICOM 3.0 database, which was contained in your CLICOM 3.0 VDEDATA
directory, is now in the directory named \BAKDATA.
^ For those who use DataEase 2.5, substitute M: for the drive and the directory that contains the previous
\DEDATA directory for CLICOM 3.0 (e.g. \BAKDATA) by typing : SUBST M: C:\BAKDATA.
5.6.1.1 Migrate the Station History information (except for the STN ELEMENT form)
You should retrieve the information from your CLICOM 3.0 database to the following CLICOM 3.1 DataEase
forms :
STN GEOGRAPHY
STN GEOG UP
STN OBSERVATION

5.6.1.1.1 For STN GEOGRAPHY and STN GEOG UP
Modify manually the definition of the STN GEOGRAPHY and STN GEOG UP forms and import the
data from your previous CLICOM 3.0 system into the STN GEOGRAPHY form.
^ To modify manually these forms in order to retrieve all information from your previous system please refer
to the CLICOM manual point 2.3 "Adapting CLICOM to your requirements".
The most common fields to modify are :
DISTRICT
COUNTRY
LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
ELEVATION

choice list
default name
range (upper limit and lower limit)
range
range

^ To import data from your previous CLICOM 3.0 system to the new STN GEOGRAPHY form, you can use
the choice 2.2 "Export/import climate data".
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5.6.1.1.2 For STN OBSERVATION
You should import the data from your previous system into CLICOM 3.1.
4 Check the names of the files that describe the STN OBSERVATION forms of your previous CLICOM 3.0
system on the print-out that you made at point 5.2.2. The data for this form are contained in the file with the
".DBM" extension. This file is normally in the directory \BAKDATA. Its name should have the format
"STNOxxxx.DBM".
+ Method to import the STN OBSERVATION :
l T!& n

Enter CLICOM 3.1, then DataEase, then choice 2.2 "Export/import climate data".
Select choice 5 "Import ASCII file into CLICOM via DataEase"
Select the form to which you want to import data (STN OBSERVATION)
Answer the following questions :
Please enter the source datafilename:
For DE 2.5 : M:STNOxxxx.DBM
For DE 4.x : \BAKDATA\STNOxxxx.DBM
What is the data file format?
: DataEase
Is the source form same as the destination form?
: YES1
How should the matching records be processed
: Do not match

P
'-

* Check the data in the STN OBSERVATION form.

I

1

We presume that you have not made changes to these forms.
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5.6.1.2 Migrate the Data Dictionary information and the STN ELEMENT form
You should retrieve information from your CLICOM 3.0 to the following CLICOM 3.1 DataEase forms by
respecting the specified order :
ELEMENT DEFINITION
STN ELEMENT
DATASET INFORMATION
DATASET DIRECTORY
DATASET ELEMENT
DATASET RECORD
FIELD DEFINITION
DATASET RECORD HELD
MISC CODE DEFINITION
VIEW HELD DEFS
4 We suggest that you do not import data into the ELEMENT DEFINITION and the MISC CODE
DEFINITION forms but that you check and modify them manually.
For ELEMENT DEFINITION check, using the print-out of the CLICOM 3.0 elements that you made
at point 5.2.2, that the CLICOM 3.1 data are the same as for the elements of CLICOM 3.0. Be careful
of the field SCALE FACTOR. If necessary, modify manually the data on the ELEMENT
DEFINITION form of CLICOM 3.1 (Add, Modify or Delete records).
For MISC CODE DEFINITION check, using the print-out that you made at point 5.2.2.2, that the
CLICOM 3.1 data are the same as the miscellaneous codes for CLICOM 3.0. If necessary add those
which are not present in CLICOM 3.1.
* For the STN ELEMENT form, see the method described at point 5.6.1.1.2. The file that contains the STN
ELEMENT data has the following name format : "STNExxxx.DBM".
* For the others forms, DATASET INFORMATION, DATASET DIRECTORY, DATASET ELEMENT,
DATASET RECORD, FIELD DEFINITION, VIEW FIELD DEFS, and DATASET RECORD HELD :
Check whether you have data in these forms in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the print-out you
made at point 5.2.2 (number of existing records).
If there is data (no. of records > 0), import them by using the method described in point 5.6.1.1.2.

Be careful with the DATASET DIRECTORY form!
This form contains two DATE type fields: the field "DATE-WRITTEN" and the field "DATE-LAST
USED".
Like CLICOM 3.0, CLICOM 3.1 will use the date format as specified in the file
\CLICOM\DATA\DEDATE.CFG. The date format entered in this file should agree with the format
currently set in the DataEase CONFIGURATION form. The following three formats are allowed in
DataEase 4.0 and above :
1. MM/DD/YY North American
2. DD/MM/YY International
3. YY/MM/DD Metric
DataEase 2.5 allows only thefirsttwo formats.
So the DATE FORMAT in the DataEase CONFIGURATION form of your current CLICOM 3.1
system (from the DataEase MAIN MENU, 7."SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION" then choice
2."DEFINE CONFIGURATION" in the COUNTRY CUSTOMIZATION section) must be the same as
the DATE FORMAT used in your previous CLICOM 3.0 system (check using the print-out that you
made at point 5.2.2.2 for the system configuration of your CLICOM 3.0 database).
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5.6.1.3 Migrate the climate data from your CLICOM 3.0 system to your CLICOM 3.1 system
You must retrieve the data from your CLICOM 3.0 and restore them into the following CLICOM 3.1 DataEase
forms:
MONTHLY DATA
TEN DAY DATA
DAILY DATA
SYNOPTIC DATA
HOURLY DATA
FIFTEEN DATA
UPPER-AIR DATA
DAILY MEANS/EXTREMES
MEANS EXTREMES(IOD)
INV-DAILY
INV-HOURLY
INV-U-A
STN-ELEMENT EXTREMES
NORMALS
For each of these forms check if you have data in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the print-out you
made at point 5.2.2 (number of existing records).
If there is data, and you want to import them, use the method described in point 5.6.1.1.2. But instead
of "Do not match" we suggest that you use the "Add Non-Matching" choice for "How should the
matching records be processed". Despite the fact that this process is longer it will check the
homogeneity of your database.

p*t
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5.6.1.4 Migrate all the special developments that you have made in your CLICOM 3.0 system to your
CLICOM 3.1 system
You may have made special developments for your CLICOM 3.0 system like :
Creation of forms,
Creation of procedures,
Creation or modifications of menus,
Creation of import specifications.

«|
«^

m

If you want to include these developments in your CLICOM 3.1 system, you should :
#• To import forms
Check the names of thefilesthat define these forms in your CLICOM 3.0 system.
With the DataEase Main Menu, choice 2.8.1 on the screen :
For DE 2.5, select the choice 5 "Database Utilities ", then choice 3 "install a form".
For DE 4.x, select the choice 7 "System Administration", then choice 6 "Database Utilities", then the
choice 3 "Install a form".
Do not forget to define the relationships if needed.

m

>

^ To import procedures
Check the names of thefilesthat define these procedures in your CLICOM 3.0 system.
With the DataEase Main Menu, choice 2.8.1 on the screen :
For DE 2.5, select the choice 5 "Database Utilities ", then choice 4 "Install a procedure".
For DE 4.x, select the choice 7 "System Administration", then choice 6 "Database Utilities", then the
choice 4 "Install a procedure".

j
m

The procedure files have the extensions .DBRfor the procedure definition and .DBF for the data-entry form (if
applicable).
pira

^ To copy "import specifications"
Check the names of thefilesthat define these "import specifications" in your CLICOM 3.0 system.
Use the DOS COPY command to copy thesefilesinto your CLICOM 3.1 \DEDATA directory.

I

The import specification files have the extension.DBI

jsra
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•• To define or modify DataEase menus
If you have defined and/or modified DataEase menus in your CLICOM 3.0 system, you may have to redefine
and/or re-modify them in CLICOM 3.1. We recommend that you redefine or remodify them manually (instead
of importing them which is also possible).
With the DataEase Main Menu, choice 2.8.1 on the screen :
For DE 2.5, select the choice 6 "Menus and relationships ", then choice 1 "Define menus".
For DE 4.x, select the choice 5 "Menu definition".
If you do not remember the menus of your CLICOM 3.0 system, you can always access your previous
database :
If you use DataEase 2.5, substitute L: for the drive and the directory where you have copied
your database (e.g. SUBST L: C:\BAKDATA). Then run DEASE.EXE (in \DE directory) and
when you logon to DataEase give for the name of the directory : L:.
If you use DataEase 4.x, run DE16M.EXE or DEASE.EXE (in \DE directory) and when you
logon to DataEase give for the name of the directory : \BAKDATA.

5.6.1.5 Migrate the Administration information from your previous CLICOM 3.0 database
If you have defined DataEase users in your CLICOM 3.0, please enter them manually in your new system
(choice 2.8.1.7.1).
Compare the "System Configuration" of your CLICOM 3.1 database (choice 2.8.1.7.2) system with the printout you made at point 5.2.2. Make corrections as necessary.
Set up the printer configuration in your CLICOM 3.1 database (choice 2.8.1.7.3)

Well, you have completed 50% of the work, good luck for the remaining tasks!.....

-">*)
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5.6.2 Migrate information from the Fortran part of your CLICOM 3.0 system
5.6.2.1 Archive part
Let's check first if you are able to work with your archive.
4 Modify the CLICOM 3.1 batchfilesthat control your archive device :
TO-ARCH.BAT
FRM-ARCH.BAT
MRG-ARCH.BAT
These 3 batch files are in the \CLICOM\BATCH directory. Print-outs of the files TO-ARCH.BAT,
FRM-ARCH.BAT, MRG-ARCH.BAT in your CLICOM 3.0 system's \BAKCLI\BATCH directory
will help you with this task.
4 Verify that the information on the date format contained in the file \CLICOM\DATA\DEDATE.CFG of your
CLICOM 3.1 system is identical to that on the print-out of your CLICOM 3.0 DEDATE.CFG file that you
made at point 5.2.2.1. If not, modify the date format in your CLICOM 3.1 DEDATE.CFG file to match that of
your CLICOM 3.0 system.

4 If you are using a COSORT version earlier than 4.3, you must modify 4 other batch files in your
CLICOM 3.1 system :
DATAPRD2.BAT
DATAPRD2.MON
MRG-ARC2.BAT
SORT2.BAT
These 4 batch files are in the \CLICOM\BATCH directory. Making print-outs of these files in your
CLICOM 3.0 system's \BAKCLI\BATCH directory will help you with this task.
4 If you are using a COSORT version 4.3 or greater, you must run the batch file UPGCSORT.BAT.
This batch file is on disk 1 of the CLICOM installation disks. COSORT version 4.4 merges only up to
3fileswhile CLICOM expects to be able to merge up to 6 files. Therefore you must run this batch file
to modify COSORT.COR to meet CLICOM's requirement.
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#• If you are using a COSORT version 4.3 or greater and you are running CLICOM on a network, you
must run the batchfileMODCSDRV.BAT.
This batch file changes the letter of the drive on which COSORT software is installed. It is on the disk
1 of the CLICOM installation disks.
^If you are using DataEase version 4.53 Revision 1 or greater and if you have not already modified the
file ZTERMDEF.DBZ at point 5.4, you must do this now in order to allow the re-indexing facility of
CLICOM. Thisfileis in the VDE directory.

To automatically sort DataEase files you need to modify the ZTERMDEF.DBZ file using DEBUG.
This enables the ANSI compatibility option.

™

'/•'I

Make a copy of the ZTERMDDEF.DBZ file
Type:
CD C:\DE
Type:
DEBUG ZTERMDEF.DBZ
Debug will display a - as the prompt
Type:
E034A
Debug will display a message ending with 01.
Immediately after the 01.
Type:
00
Type:
W
Type:
Q

nq

^"1

»B)
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5.6.2.2 Key -entry part
You will have to
^ Define the key-entry forms that you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1
By using the Menu choice 5.1.1.1 and by referring to the notes that you made at point 5.2.2. There is
also the possibility of directly copying the files linked to the key-entry forms of your CLICOM 3.0
system (files with .TWF and .IDX extensions and the SETUP.DAT file) but in order to get a clean
installation, we recommend that you define these forms manually.

+ Import from your CLICOM 3.0 system or define in your CLICOM 3.1 system the quality control
checks
To retrieve the quality controls checks you used with your CLICOM 3.0 system, copy the files
ELEMCHKS.* (that are in your \BAKCLI\DATA directory or on another device) to the
\CLICOM\DATA directory of your CLICOM 3.1 system.
You can also redefine them manually with the choice 5.1.(x).
^ Define the area-QC map outlines in CLICOM 3.1 if you have them defined in your CLICOM 3.0
system
With the notes you took at point 5.2.2, define manually in CLICOM 3.1 the maps you want to retrieve
(choices 5.4.1 and 5.4.2).

^ If in your CLICOM 3.0 system you used the generation of derived moisture variables, or/and special
area-QC display colours, or/and some special time labels for HLY and SYN key-entry forms :
You may have to modify the file DATAQC.PRM in your CLICOM 3.1 \CLICOM\DATA directory.
Check with the print-out of thisfilethat you made at point 5.2.2.
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P

5.6.2.3 Application part
4 If you do not use the Norton Editor, please modify the ED.BAT batch file (in CLICOMVBATCH
directory) to use the editor you wish to use.

^ Modify the element summary range categories if necessary

_
I

If you have made some modifications in CLICOM 3.0 on the "Monthly tabulation categories" or/and
the "DLY to MLY summary categories" or/and the "DLY to 10D summary categories", you may have
to modify thefilesMLYPUB.LIM, DLY2MLY.LIM and DLY21 OD.LIM of your CLICOM 3.1 system
(in the directory \CLICOM\DATA). Use the choice 5.2 of CLICOM 3.1 and check with the print-outs
of these specific files that you made at point 5.2.2.
^ Modify the parameter files for CLICOM applications if necessary
Many CLICOM FORTRAN programs are controlled by parameter files. The files specify colours,
headings, titles, elements used, and a variety of other information. All parameter files have a ".PRM"
extension and are stored in the \CLICOM\DATA directory. The purpose and contents of each parameter
file is usually documented with the description of the program that it controls. You may have to modify
some of these CLICOM 3.1 parameter files in order to retrieve the set-ups that you made for your
CLICOM 3.0 system. The parameter files of your CLICOM 3.0 system are in the \BAKCLI\DATA
directory (see point 5.2.3).
5.6.2.4 Graphics part
^ If you have made changes in CLICOM 3.0 on the settings for Wind Rose charts, you may have to
modify thefile\CLIGRAF\DATA\WROSPOKE.PRM. Check with the print-out that you made at point
5.2.2.
^ It is not possible to easily retrieve the predefined graph definitions and the predefined graphics
screens that you have made with CLICOM 3.0. We recommend that you recreate them manually if
needed.

I
'•

5.6.2.5 Retrieve any non-standard CLICOM 3.0 applications or program modifications to your CLICOM
3.1 system.

i'
i.

If you have developed programs for CLICOM 3.0 or/and modified/created menus or/and modified/created
batchfiles,we list below some remarks in order to help you to retrieve these developments to CLICOM 3.1.

For this particular migration we recommend you to read chapter 15 of the
CLICOM manual on "Changing the configuration of CLICOM FORTRAN
programs ".
rm\
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^ FOR programs, you may have to :
•

Recompile the programs you have developed using the new libraries of CLICOM 3.1, especially if
you are using Windows NT or if you have installed the version 5.x of DataEase. The libraries of
CLICOM 3.1 are distributed in the installation set. Be careful! If these programs use the
CLICOM 3.0 text messages file, you must update the CLICOM 3.1 text messages file.
In CLICOM 3.0 there are 611 messages in the MESSAGES.FTNfile.
The free positions are : 001, 037, 038, 431 to 438.
In CLICOM 3.1 there are 812 messages in the MESSAGES. FTN file.
The free positions are : 613, 614, 631 to 639, 766 to 799, 813 up to the end.
If your messages numbers are not in the free positions of the CLICOM 3.1 MESSAGES. FTN
file, you have to move them to free positions and make corresponding modifications in your
programs.

•

Redefine some "Fortran programs forms" (choice 5.6) that you had defined for CLICOM 3.0. If
necessary, see the print-out that you made of these forms at point 5.2.2.

•

Import some "Fortran program menus" (choice 5.7.4) that you had defined for CLICOM 3.0. The
file from which you need to import is the USERMENU.DEF file in the \BAKCLIVDATA directory
(see point 5.2.3).

•

Redefine some "Screen for batch menus" (choice 5.8) that you had defined for CLICOM 3.0. If
necessary, see the print-out that you made of these screens at point 5.2.2.
Most of the programs consist of:
An executablefile(*.EXE, in the \CUCOM\PROG directory)
A helpfile(*.HLP, in the \CUCOMHELP directory)
A batchfile(*.BAT, in the \CUCOM\BATCH directory)
Some screens for batch menus (*.SCR, in the \CLICOM\DATA directory)
Some workingfiles(*.PRM, *.DAT, etc., in the\CUCOM\PROG directory)
Some program forms (*.FRM, in the \CLICOM\DATA directory)
Some program menus (inside the USERMENU.DEFfile,in the\CLICOM\DATA directory)

•• For batch files, you may have to create or modify any batch file that you had created or modified in
your previous CLICOM 3.0 system. The batch files of your CLICOM 3.0 system are under the
\BAKCLI\BATCH directory.

5.6.2.6 Administration part
• Define the "Fortran printer definition" choice 5.3.1 (see the print-out that you made at point 5.2.2).
^ Define or modify the user-names and levels that were used with your CLICOM 3.0 system.

That's all folks...! Please continue with the Chapter 9.
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6. Case n°2 : You decide to install CLICOM 3.1 on a PC which
already runs CLICOM 3.0 (i.e. you do not have a "free" PC) and you
are going to change the version of your current DataEase
In case n°2 you are going to install DataEase 4.x or DataEase 5.x.

Be careful! DataEase 4.2 (DE16M) does not work with Windows NT.
Be careful! The DataEase release 4.50 revision 1 is not compatible with CLICOM. To determine the version,
release and revision of your current DataEase use the WHATVER.EXE program utility (that is usually in the
WHATVER directory of the DataEase tutorial diskette, or in the \DE directory of your hard disk).

6.1 Check if you have all the necessary material to install CLICOM 3.1
You must know exactly how your current CLICOM system is installed and the different versions of all the
software you are using (Operating System, DataEase, CLICOM, COSORT).
L

You must have :
•

The installation diskettes or the CD-ROM for CLICOM 3.1 or the installation set on hard disk,

•

The installation diskettes for the versions of DataEase and COSORT that you are currently using,

•

The installation diskettes of the DataEase version (4.x or 5.x) that you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1,

•

The CLICOM 3.1manual (if not it can be printed it from the installation diskettes or the CD-ROM of
CLICOM 3.1 which contains some useful information for the installation and for the migration,

•

If you decide to upgrade or to install a new Operating System (OS), make sure that you have the OS
installation set. You should check also that all your devices are compatible with the OS that you want to
install.

Make working copies of your software
With all software, it is important to protect the original disks you receive from the publisher. Use the
DISKCOPY command to make working copies of your software before running the install program (the COPY
command will not make installable copies of the DataEase or COSORT disks).
Store the original diskettes in a safe place. We recommend that you always use the working copies of your
software, not the original disks. Use the original disks only to make replacements if anything happens to your
working copies.

Be careful! If you are using DataEase 2.5 and you plan to install DataEase version 5.x, you will need also the
installation diskettes of DataEase 4.x in order to use some of the import methods described in this guide.
However you can migrate without having this 4.x version of DataEase, but you will have to modify or to define
manually some forms and procedures that you had defined or modified with your CLICOM 3.0 system.
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6.2 Prepare your computer for CLICOM 3.1
6.2.1 Step 1 : Clean up your CLICOM 3.0 system
•

Make a general backup of all your hard disk which contains CLICOM 3.0. For security reason make
several copies of the backup using, if possible, different devices.

•

Ensure that all the climate data have been loaded into DataEase (choice 3.2 : Load validated key-entry data
into DataEase).

Very important : check the format of your off-line climate data archives. In order to be able later to retrieve
your climate data into CLICOM 3.1, your off-line data must be in ASCII format or in DataEase format
(*.DBM). If your off-line archives are not in one of these formats, i.e. you have used the BACKUP or
MSBACKUP commands or other backup software to copy your data off-line, you must re-format your off-line
archives into ASCII or DataEase formats.
One solution to get your off-line archives into ASCII or DataEase formats is to retrieve them into your on-line
CLICOM 3.0 system (choice 8 of the Main menu of CLICOM). Then export the data, that you have just
restored, into ASCII or DataEase formats (by the choice 2.2 "Export/import climate data").
If you have climate data on-line, please archive all of them. Archive them in ASCII format or in DataEase
format (*.DBM). In order to be able later to retrieve your data into CLICOM 3.1, we recommend that you
do not use the DOS BACKUP or MSBACKUP commands or other backup software. Remember that your
archive represents the work of many years. Make several copies of your archive on different archive
devices. We recommend that you use both kinds of archive : the CLICOM archive with the choice 8 (copy
data to off-line), and also export data in CLICOM ASCII format (choice 2.2.3). Archive and export all the
different types of data (Monthly, Ten Day, Daily, etc.).
Compute the size of your CLICOM system (directories \DEDATA, \DE, \COSORT, \CLIGRAF and
\CLICOM). If the size of the free disk space of your hard disk is less than the size of your current
CLICOM system, we recommend that you clear all the on-line data files with the choice 8.3. Be careful!
When you clear an on-line data file you must be sure that the data you want to clear have already been
archived (see the previous point).
If the size of the free disk space of your hard disk is still less than the size of your current CLICOM
system, clear all the subsetfileswith for example the choice 2.4.2.2.
Make a DataEase backup of your database in order to verify if there are any problems in your database
(choice 2.8.2.3 and instructions in next paragraph). Try to backup your database on your hard disk. If you
do not have enough free disk space for this purpose try to clear all non-CLICOM applications and files that
you do not need. Keep a note of all warning messages from DataEase during the backup and if DataEase
discovers any problems, try to fix them before going on.
To do DataEase backup :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a directory (e.g. \BACKUP).
If you are using DataEase 2.5 substitute L: for the drive and the directory you just have created
(e.g. SUBST L: C:\BACKUP).
Then logon to CLICOM with ADMIN authority to get to the "DataEase Main Menu" then
For DataEase 2.5, choice 4 "DataBase Maintenance"
For DataEase 4.x, choice 6 "DataBase Maintenance"
Choose the choice, 2-Backup Database.
When asked where to backup to, enter L (if using DataEase 2.5) or enter \BACKUP (if using
DataEase 4.x).
Choose how you would like errors handled (e.g. 3-decide on error)
Exit CLICOM
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6.2.2 Step 2 : Get information on your current CLICOM 3.0
This will help you for the migration to CLICOM 3.1.
6.2.2.1 Fortran part of CLICOM 3.0
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Print out the set-up of your printer (choice 5.3.1).
Print out the Fortran messages text by using the choice 5.11 "Copy Fortran msg file to text".
Print out the files MLYPUB.LIM, DLY2MLY.LIM and DLY210D.LIM that are in the \CLICOM\DATA
directory.
Print out all thefileswith the .PRM extension in the \CLICOM\DATA and \CLIGRAF\DATA directories.
If you have defined or modified some "Fortran Program Forms" in your CLICOM 3.0 system, please print
out their definitions with the choice 5.9 "List program form definitions". If the choice 5.9 does not work
use the choice 5.6 "FORTRAN program forms" and write/print out on paper the definition of additional or
modified forms.
If you have defined or modified some "Screens for batch menus" in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the
choice 5.8 (program DEFSCRN), please make a print-out of these screens (e.g. by using the Print Screen
key)
Write on paper the definition of each key-entry form you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1 (type, Dataset-ID,
elements, check on normal distribution, element to be used with area quality control- choice 5.1.1).
Write on paper any area-QC map outlines defined that you want to use with CLICOM 3.1 (name, latitude,
longitude, with also the dataset link-choice 5.4.1 and 5.4.2).
Print out thefileDEDATE.CFG in the \CLICOM\DATA\ directory.

6.2.2.2 DataEase part of CLICOM 3.0
Print out the set-up of your DataEase printer (Define Printers in System Administration of DataEase).
Print out the system configuration of your database (choice 2.8.1.7.2).
Write on paper or print out all the data from the MISC CODE DEFINITION form.
Print out the definition of the STN-GEOGRAPHY form.
Print out the list of Elements by running the DataEase procedure "ALL ELEMENTS".
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6.2.3 Step 3 : Rename or Remove the directories of your CLICOM 3.0 system

H

In order to install CLICOM 3.1 as a new installation you should rename or remove the CLICOM 3.0
directories.

I

Compute the size of the following CLICOM 3.0 directories : \DE, \DEDATA, \CLICOM (and all its subdirectories) and \CLICGRAF (and all its sub-directories).

"*|
i

Check the amount offreedisk space on your hard disk.

|'- , :" , J

^ If the amount of free disk space on your hard disk is less than the size of the CLICOM 3.0 directories, you
should remove (copy or backup to disks or other devices) some or all of the CLICOM.3.0 directories. Start
with \CLIGRAF directory, then with CLICOM\PROG, etc., until you have sufficient free disk space. Rename
the directories that remain e.g. :
CLIGRAF
CLICOM
DE
DEDATA
COSORT

H
]

rename as BAKGRAF
rename as BAKCLI
rename as BAKDE
rename as BAKDATA
rename as BAKCOST

# If the amount of free disk space on your hard disk is greater than the size of the CLICOM directories, you
should only rename the CLICOM 3.0 directories :
CLIGRAF
CLICOM
DE
DEDATA
COSORT

rename as BAKGRAF
rename as BAKCLI
rename as BAKDE
rename as BAKDATA
rename as BAKCOST

ppffl
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6.3 Upgrade your Operating System if needed
See instructions in your Operating System manual.
| Be careful! DataEase 4.2 (DE16M) does not work with Windows NT.

6.4 Install DataEase and COSORT
In order to get a clean installation, the purpose here is to install as a first installation, and not to upgrade, the
versions of DataEase and COSORT you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1.
Nevertheless, in certain cases, you may be forced to upgrade your DataEase software e.g. in the case where you
have purchased an upgrade only version of DataEase or a special network upgrade.
In this case, keep your old version of DataEase in the \DE directory and follow the instructions on "upgrading
from a previous version of DataEase" in the DataEase manual.

DataEase installation :
4 Install DataEase version 4.x or 5.x in the \DE directory.
Please refer to the CLICOM manual and also, if necessary, to the DataEase manual and the COSORT manual.
Be careful! The DataEase release 4.50 revision 1 is not compatible with CLICOM. To determine the version,
release and revision of your DataEase use the WHATVER.EXE program utility (that is usually in the
\WHATVER directory of the DataEase tutorial diskette or in the \DE directory of your hard disk).
After the installation of DataEase do not forget to modify the ZTERMDEF.DBZ file (under the \DE
directory) in order to allow the automatic re-indexing :
Make a copy of the ZTERMDDEF.DBZ file
Type:
CD C:\DE
Type:
DEBUG ZTERMDEF.DBZ
Debug will display a - as the prompt
Type:
E034A
Debug will display a message ending with 01.
Immediately after the 01.
Type:
00
Type:
W
Type:
Q

COSORT installation :
4 Install COSORT in the \COSORT directory.
Be careful! Some COSORT versions allow installation once only. If this is the case for your COSORT
software, please copy all the necessaryfilesfromyour \BAKCOST directory to the \COSORT directory.
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6.5 Restore your CLICOM 3.0 database to your new DataBase 4.x or 5.x
•

If you decide to upgrade your DataEase version, you will need the DataEase installation disks (4.x or 5.x).

Note :
The purpose of this step is to restore your CLICOM 3.0 database into the format of your new DataEase version
in order to make the migration to CLICOM 3.1 easier. Your restored previous database will be put in the
directory \RESTORE.

n

This step is not obligatory. If for some reason you cannot restore your CLICOM 3.0 database into the format of
your new DataEase version you will have to manually execute some migration tasks.
If you have trouble with free disk space during the different processes you can remove some directories.

6.5.1 You have installed a DataEase 4.x version and you were using DataEase
version 2.5 or DataEase 4.x
You will have to restore the DataEase backup from your previous CLICOM 3.0 database, which is in
the directory \B ACKUP, using your new version of DataEase.

rFn

^ Create a directory \RESTORE into which you will restore your database from the backup you made
in CLICOM 3.0.
Run your new version of DataEase (in \DE, with DE16M or DEASE command).
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: \RESTORE
What is the application name
: RESTORE
Create a new application?
: YES
What is your user name
: ADMIN
What is your security password
: «Restore your database
Choice 6 "Application Maintenance" (or "Database Maintenance")
Choice 6.3 "Restore Application" (or "Restore Database")
Specify the pathname to use for Restore: \BACKUP
Re-run the new version of DataEase and
print out the status of the database for forms and reports using the choice 2.8.2.2.
At this point your old database is in the format of your new version of DataEase in the directory
\RESTORE.

&TV
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6.5.2 You have installed a DataEase 5.x version and you were using DataEase 4.x
(4.0, 4.2, 4.5)
You will have to restore the DataEase backup from your previous CLICOM 3.0 database, which is in
the directory VBACKUP, using your new version of DataEase.
#• Create a directory \RESTORE
Run your new version of DataEase (in \DE, with DE16M).
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: \RESTORE
What is the application name
: RESTORE
Create a new application ?
: YES
(using which database engine type? : Native)
What is your user name
: ADMIN
What is your security password
: «Restore your database
Choice 6 "Application Maintenance"
Choice 6.3 "Restore Application"
Specify the pathname to use for Restore: \BACKUP
What type of restore do you want to perform : Rebuild original application
Re-run the new version of DataEase :
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: \RESTORE
What is the application name
: RESTORE
Create a new application?
: YES
(using which database engine type? : Native)
What is your user name
: ADMIN
What is your security password
: «then DataEase prompts :
This application is not ready to be used with DataEase 5 16M. To convert, enter the name and
password of a user whose level of security is HIGH.
Okay to convert it. Y/N
Choose Y (yes) to convert the application and give "MAIN" for the user name.
Re-run the new version of DataEase, then
print out the status of the database for forms and reports using the choice 2.8.2.2.
At this point your old database is in the format of your new version of DataEase in the directory
\RESTORE.
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6.5.3 You have installed a DataEase 5.x version and you were using DataEase 2.5
You cannot restore a DE 2.53 database directly to DataEase 5 but must pass via DataEase 4.x (any
version), which you need to obtain from your dealer. Special upgrade packs that include a copy of
DataEase 4.53 are sometimes found on the market
You will have to restore the DataEase backup from your previous CLICOM 3.0 database (which is in
the directory \BACKUP) to a DataEase 4.x version. Then backup this restored DataEase 4.x database
into a VBACKUP2 directory). Then restore this DataEase 4.x backup (which is in the directory
\BACKUP2) to a DataEase 5.x version. (Read slowly to avoid headaches!).

/"•:'")

^ Install your DataEase program version 4.x (e.g. in \DE4 directory)
* Create the following directories : \RESTORE, \BACKUP2, \DATA4
RESTORING YOUR CLICOM 3.0 DATABASE IN DATAEASE 4.X
Run your version of DataEase 4.x (in \DE4, with DE16M or DEASE command).
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: \DATA4
What is the application name
: DATA4
Create a new application?
: YES
What is your user name
: ADMIN
What is your security password
: «Restore your database
Choice 6 "Application Maintenance" (or "Database Maintenance")
Choice 6.3 "Restore Application" (or "Restore Database")
Specify the pathname to use for Restore: \BACKUP

(ma

l,TV')

£""
•"
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BACKUP YOUR DAT A4 APPLICATION INTHE\BACKUP2 DIRECTORY
Run your version of DataEase 4.x (in \DE4, with DE16M or DEASE command).
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: \DATA4
What is the application name
: DATA4
What is your user name
: ADMIN
What is your security password
: «Backup your database
Choice 6 "Application Maintenance" (or "Database Maintenance")
Choice 6.2 "Backup Application" (or "Backup Database")
Specify the pathname to use for Backup: \BACKUP2

V'" '.%

RESTORE THE BACKUP OF YOUR DATA4 APPLICATION TO DATAEASE 5.X
Run your new version of DataEase 5.x (in directory \DE, with DE16M command).
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: \RESTORE
What is the application name
: RESTORE
Create a new application?
: YES
(using which database engine type? : Native)
What is your user name
: MAIN
What is your security password
: «Restore your database
Choice 6 "Application Maintenance" (or "Database Maintenance")
Choice 6.3 "Restore Application" (or "Restore Database")
Specify the pathname to use for Restore: \BACKUP2
What type of restore do you want to perform : Rebuild original application
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ENTER YOUR DATABASE IN DATAEASE 5.X
Run your new version of DataEase 5.x (in directory \DE, with DE16M command).
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: VRESTORE
What is the application name
: RESTORE
then DataEase prompts :
This application is not ready to be used with DataEase 5 16M. To convert, enter the name and
password of a user whose level of security is HIGH.
Okay to convert it. Y/N
Choose Y (yes) to convert the application and give "MAIN" for the user name.
Re-run the new version of DataEase, then
print out the status of the database for forms and reports using the choice 2.8.2.2.
At this point your old database is in the format of your new version of DataEase in the directory
\RESTORE.

6.6 Install CLICOM 3.1
Install CLICOM 3.1 as afirstinstallation. Please refer to the CLICOM manual.

rai
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6.7 Migrate all the information from your previous CLICOM system 3.0 to
CLICOM 3.1
Now let's go to the main part of our job ....

6.7.1 Migrate information from your CLICOM 3.0 database
Most of the data of your CLICOM 3.0 database is now in the \RESTORE directory.
6.7.1.1 Migrate the Station History information (except for the STN ELEMENT form)

j

You should retrieve the information from your CLICOM 3.0 database to the following CLICOM 3.1 DataEase
forms :

«
1

STN GEOGRAPHY
STN GEOG UP
STN OBSERVATION

6.7.1.1.1 For STN GEOGRAPHY and STN GEOG UP
Modify manually the definition of the STN GEOGRAPHY and STN GEOG UP forms and import the
data from your previous CLICOM 3.0 system into the STN GEOGRAPHY form.
# To modify manually these forms in order to retrieve all information from your previous system please refer

>

to the CLICOM manual point 2.3 "Adapting CLICOM to your requirements".
The most common fields to modify are :
DISTRICT
COUNTRY
LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
ELEVATION

\

choice list
default name
range (upper limit and lower limit)
range
range

n
I
«
!

^ To import data from your previous CLICOM 3.0 system to the new STN GEOGRAPHY form, you can use
the choice 2.2 "Export/import climate data".

V"" ;,: )
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ffl

You should import the datafromyour previous system into CLICOM 3.1.
* Check the names of the files that describe the STN OBSERVATION forms of your previous CLICOM 3.0
system on the print-out that you made at point 6.5. The data for this form are contained in the file with the
".DBM" extension. This file is normally in the directory \RESTORE. Its name should have the format
"STNOxxxx.DBM".
+ Method to import the STN OBSERVATION :
Enter CLICOM 3.1, then DataEase, then choice 2.2 "Export/import climate data".
Select choice 5 "Import ASCII file into CLICOM via DataEase"
Select the form to which you want to import data (STN OBSERVATION)
Answer the following questions :
Please enter the source data filename : \RESTORE\STNOxxxx.DBM
What is the data file format?
: DataEase
Is the source form same as the destination form?
: YES2
How should the matching records be processed
: Do not match

1 -'^

* Check the data in the STN OBSERVATION form.

HrSJ

»jB)

2

We presume that you have not made changes to these forms.
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6.7.1.2 Migrate the Data Dictionary information and the STN ELEMENT form
You should retrieve information from your CLICOM 3.0 to the following CLICOM 3.1 DataEase forms by
respecting the specified order:
ELEMENT DEFINITION
STN ELEMENT
DATASET INFORMATION
DATASET DIRECTORY
DATASET ELEMENT
DATASET RECORD
HELD DEFINITION
DATASET RECORD HELD
MISC CODE DEFINITION
VIEW FIELD DEFS
* We suggest that you do not import data into the ELEMENT DEFINITION and the MISC CODE
DEFINITION forms but that you check and modify them manually.
For ELEMENT DEFINITION check, using the print-out of the CLICOM 3.0 elements that you made
at point 6.2.2, that the CLICOM 3.1 data are the same as for the elements of CLICOM 3.0. Be careful
of the field SCALE FACTOR. If necessary, modify manually the data on the ELEMENT
DEFINITION form of CLICOM 3.1 (Add, Modify or Delete records).
For MISC CODE DEFINITION check, using the print-out that you made at point 6.2.2, that the
CLICOM 3.1 data are the same as the miscellaneous codes for CLICOM 3.0. If necessary add those
which are not present in CLICOM 3.1.
4 For the STN ELEMENT form, see the method described at point 6.7.1.1.2. The file that contains the STN
ELEMENT data has the following name format : "STNExxxx.DBM".
4 For the others forms, DATASET INFORMATION, DATASET DIRECTORY, DATASET ELEMENT,
DATASET RECORD, FIELD DEFINITION, VIEW HELD DEFS, and DATASET RECORD FIELD :
Check whether you have data in these forms in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the print-out you
made at point 6.5 (number of existing records).
If there is data (no. of records > 0), import them by using the method described in point 6.7.1.1.2.
Be careful with the DATASET DIRECTORY form!
This form contains two DATE type fields: the field "DATE-WRITTEN" and the field "DATE-LAST
USED".
Like CLICOM 3.0, CLICOM 3.1 will use the date format as specified in the file
\CLICOM\DATA\DEDATE.CFG. The date format entered in this file should agree with the format
currently set in the DataEase CONFIGURATION form. The following three formats are allowed in
DataEase 4.0 and above :
1. MM/DD/YY North American
2. DD/MM/YY International
3. YY/MM/DD Metric
DataEase 2.5 allows only thefirsttwo formats.
So the DATE FORMAT in the DataEase CONFIGURATION form of your current CLICOM 3.1
system (from the DataEase MAIN MENU, 7."SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION" then choice
2."DEFINE CONFIGURATION" in the COUNTRY CUSTOMIZATION section) must be the same as
the DATE FORMAT used in your previous CLICOM 3.0 system (check using the print-out that you
made at point 5.2.2.2 for the system configuration of your CLICOM 3.0 database).
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6.7.1.3 Migrate the climate data from your CLICOM 3.0 system to your CLICOM 3.1 system
You must retrieve the data from your CLICOM 3.0 and restore them into the following CLICOM 3.1 DataEase
forms:
{

f®
[

MONTHLY DATA
TEN DAY DATA
DAILY DATA
SYNOPTIC DATA
HOURLY DATA
FIFTEEN DATA
UPPER-AIR DATA
DAILY MEANS/EXTREMES
MEANS EXTREMES(IOD)
INV-DAILY
INV-HOURLY
INV-U-A
STN-ELEMENT EXTREMES
NORMALS
For each of these forms check if you have data in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the print-out you
made at point 6.5 (number of existing records).

'
P
I

'

If there is data, and you want to import them, use the method described in point 6.7.1.1.2. But instead
of "Do not match" we suggest that you use the "Add Non-Matching" choice for "How should the
matching records be processed". Despite the fact that this process is longer it will check the
homogeneity of your database.
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426.7.1.4 Migrate all the special developments that you have made in your CLICOM 3.0 system to your
CLICOM 3.1 system
You may have made special developments for your CLICOM 3.0 system like :
Creation of forms,
Creation of procedures,
Creation or modifications of menus,
Creation of import specifications.
If you want to include these developments in your CLICOM 3.1 system, you should :
^ To import forms
Check the names of the files that define these forms in your CLICOM 3.0 system.
With the DataEase Main Menu, choice 2.8.1 on the screen :
Select the choice 7 "System Administration", then choice 6 "Database Utilities" or "Application
Utilities", then the choice 3 "Install a form".
Do not forget to define the relationships if needed.
^ To import procedures
Check the names of the files that define these procedures in your CLICOM 3.0 system.
With the DataEase Main Menu, choice 2.8.1 on the screen :
Select the choice 7 "System Administration", then choice 6 "Database Utilities" or "Application
Utilities", then the choice 4 "Install a procedure".
For DataEase 4.x, the procedurefileshave the extensions .DBRfor the procedure definition and .DBF for the
data-entry form (if applicable).
For DataEase 5.x, the procedurefileshave the extensions .DBRfor the data, .TDE for the data-entry Table
Definitionfileand.CFEfor the data-entry Form Definition file.
Bug in DataEase 5 : when you import a procedure with DataEase 5 the procedure files are copied to the \DE
directory (the directory containing the program files of your DataEase 5 software) instead of to the \DEDATA
directory (the directory of your CLICOM database). To correct this bug you must move the procedure files
from the \DE directory to the \DEDATA directory. We are in contact with the DataEase supplier to correct this
bug.
^ To copy "import specifications"
Check the names of thefilesthat define these "import specifications" in your CLICOM 3.0 system.
Use the DOS COPY command to copy thesefilesinto your CLICOM 3.1 \DEDATA directory.
The import specificationfileshave the extension .DBI
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^ To define or modify DataEase menus
If you have defined and/or modified DataEase menus in your CLICOM 3.0 system, you may have to redefine
and/or re-modify them in CLICOM 3.1. We recommend that you redefine or remodify them manually (instead
of importing them, which is also possible).
With the DataEase Main Menu , choice 2.8.1 on the screen :
Select the choice 5 "Menu definition".
If you do not remember the menus of your CLICOM 3.0 system, you can always access your previous
database in the \RESTORE directory.

6.7.1.5 Migrate the Administration information from your previous CLICOM 3.0 database
1

If you have defined DataEase users in your CLICOM 3.0, please enter them manually in your new system
(choice 2.8.1.7.1).

^

Compare the "System Configuration" of your CLICOM 3.1 database (choice 2.8.1.7.2) system with the printout you made at point 6.2.2. Make corrections as necessary.

j"

Set up the printer configuration in your CLICOM 3.1 database (choice 2.8.1.7.3)

V]

Well, you have completed 50% of the work, good luck for the remaining tasks!.....
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6.7.2 Migrate information from the Fortran part of your CLICOM 3.0 system
6.7.2.1 Archive part
Let's check first if you are able to work with your archive.
4 Modify the CLICOM 3.1 batch files that control your archive device :
TO-ARCH.BAT
FRM-ARCH.BAT
MRG-ARCH.BAT
These 3 batch files are in the \CLICOM\BATCH directory. Print-outs of the files TO-ARCH.BAT,
FRM-ARCH.BAT, MRG-ARCH.BAT in your CLICOM 3.0 system's \BAKCLI\BATCH directory
will help you with this task.
4 Verify that the information on the date format contained in the file \CLICOM\DATA\DEDATE.CFG of your
CLICOM 3.1 system is identical to that on the print-out of your CLICOM 3.0 DEDATE.CFG file that you
made at point 5.2.2.1. If not, modify the date format in your CLICOM 3.1 DEDATE.CFG file to match that of
your CLICOM 3.0 system.
4 If you are using a COSORT version earlier than 4.3, you must modify 4 other batch files in your
CLICOM 3.1 system :
DATAPRD2.BAT
DATAPRD2.MON
MRG-ARC2.BAT
SORT2.BAT
These 4 batch files are in the \CLICOM\BATCH directory. Making print-outs of these files in your
CLICOM 3.0 system's \BAKCLI\BATCH directory will help you with this task.
4 If you are using a COSORT version 4.3 or greater, you must run the batchfileUPGCSORT.BAT.
This batch file is on disk 1 of the CLICOM installation disks. COSORT version 4.4 merges only up to
3fileswhile CLICOM expects to be able to merge up to 6 files. Therefore you must run this batch file
to modify COSORT.COR to meet CLICOM's requirement.
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•• If you are using a COSORT version 4.3 or greater and you are running CLICOM on a network, you
must run the batchfileMODCSDRV.BAT.
This batch file changes the letter of the drive on which COSORT software is installed. It is on the disk
1 of the CLICOM installation disks.
^If you are using DataBase version 4.53 Revision 1 or greater and if you have not already modified the
file ZTERMDEF.DBZ at point 5.4, you must do this now in order to allow the re-indexing facility of
CLICOM. Thisfileis in the \DE directory.

To automatically sort DataEasefilesyou need to modify the ZTERMDEF.DBZ file using
DEBUG.This enables the ANSI compatibility option.
Make a copy of the ZTERMDDEF.DBZ file
Type:
CD C:\DE
Type:
DEBUG ZTERMDEF.DBZ
Debug will display a - as the prompt
Type:
E034A
Debug will display a message ending with 01.
Immediately after the 01.
Type:
00
Type:
W
Type:
Q
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6.7.2.2 Key -entry part
You will have to
^ Define the key-entry forms that you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1
By using the Menu choice 5.1.1.1 and by referring to the notes that you made at point 6.2.2. There is
also the possibility of directly copying the files linked to the key-entry forms of your CLICOM 3.0
system (files with .TWF and .IDX extensions and the SETUP.DAT file) but, in order to get a clean
installation, we recommend that you define these forms manually.

^ Import from your CLICOM 3.0 system or define in your CLICOM 3.1 system the quality control
checks
To retrieve the quality controls checks you used with your CLICOM 3.0 system, copy the files
ELEMCHKS.* (that are in your \BAKCLI\DATA directory or on another device) to the
\CLICOM\DATA directory of your CLICOM 3.1 system.
You can also redefine them manually with the choice 5.1.(x).
^ Define the area-QC map outlines in CLICOM 3.1 if you have them defined in your CLICOM 3.0
system
With the notes you took at point 6.2.2, define manually in CLICOM 3.1 the maps you want to retrieve
(choices 5.4.1 and 5.4.2).

^ If in your CLICOM 3.0 system you used the generation of derived moisture variables, or/and special
area-QC display colours, or/and some special time labels for HLY and SYN key-entry forms :
You may have to modify the file DATAQC.PRM in your CLICOM 3.1 \CLICOM\DATA directory.
Check with the print-out of thisfilethat you made at point 6.2.2.
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6.7.2.3 Application part
^ If you do not use the Norton Editor, please modify the ED.BAT batch file (in CLICOMVBATCH
directory) to use the editor you wish to use.

•f Modify the element summary range categories if necessary
If you have made some modifications in CLICOM 3.0 on the "Monthly tabulation categories" or/and
the "DLY to MLY summary categories" or/and the "DLY to 10D summary categories", you may have
to modify the files MLYPUB.LIM, DLY2MLY.LIM and DLY210D.LIM of your CLICOM 3.1
system.(in the directory \CLICOM\DATA). Use the choice 5.2 of CLICOM 3.1 and check with the
print-outs of these specific files that you made at point 6.2.2.
^ Modify the parameter files for CLICOM applications if necessary
Many CLICOM FORTRAN programs are controlled by parameter files. The files specify colours,
headings, titles, elements used, and a variety of other information. All parameter files have a ".PRM"
extension and are stored in the \CLICOM\DATA directory. The purpose and contents of each parameter
file is usually documented with the description of the program that it controls. You may have to modify
some of these CLICOM 3.1 parameterfilesin order to retrieve the set-ups that you made for your CLICOM
3.0 system. The parameter files of your CLICOM 3.0 system are in the \BAKCLI\DATA directory (see
point 6.2.3).
6.7.2.4 Graphics part
^ If you have made changes in CLICOM 3.0 on the settings for Wind Rose charts, you may have to
modify thefile\CLIGRAF\DATA\WROSPOKE.PRM. Check with the print-out that you made at point
6.2.2.
^ It is not possible to easily retrieve the predefined graph definitions and the predefined graphics
screens that you have made with CLICOM 3.0. We recommend that you recreate them manually if
needed.

6.7.2.5 Retrieve any non-standard CLICOM 3.0 applications or program modifications to your CLICOM
3.1 system.
If you have developed programs for CLICOM 3.0 or/and modified/created menus or/and modified/created
batchfiles,we list below some remarks in order to help you to retrieve these developments to CLICOM 3.1.

For this particular migration we recommend you to read chapter 15 of the
CLICOM manual on "Changing the configuration of CLICOM FORTRAN
programs".
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^ For programs, you may have to :
Recompile the programs you have developed using the new libraries of CLICOM 3.1, especially if
you are using Windows NT or if you have installed the version 5.x of DataEase. The libraries of
CLICOM 3.1 are distributed in the installation set. Be careful! If these programs use the
CLICOM 3.0 text messages file, you must update the CLICOM 3.1 text messages file.
In CLICOM 3.0 there are 611 messages in the MESSAGES.FTNfile.
The free positions are : 001, 037, 038, 431 to 438.
In CUCOM 3.1 there are 812 messages in the MESSAGES.FTNfile.
The free positions are : 613, 614, 631 to 639, 766 to 799, 813 up to the end.
If your messages numbers are not in the free positions of the CLICOM 3.1 MESSAGES.FTN
file, you have to move them to free positions and make corresponding modifications in your
programs.
Redefine some "Fortran programs forms" (choice 5.6) that you had defined for CLICOM 3.0. If
necessary, see the print-out that you made of these forms at point 6.2.2.
Import some "Fortran program menus" (choice 5.7.4) that you had defined for CLICOM 3.0. The
file from which you need to import is the USERMENU.DEF file in the \BAKCLI\DATA directory
(see point 6.2.3).
Redefine some "Screen for batch menus" (choice 5.8) that you had defined for CLICOM 3.0. If
necessary, see the print-out that you made of these screens at point 6.2.2.
Most of the programs consist of:
An executablefile(*.EXE, in the \CUCOM\PROG directory)
A helpfile(*.HLP, in the\CUCOMSHELP directory)
A batchfile(*.BAT, in the\CUCOM\BATCH directory)
Some screens for batch menus (*.SCR, in the \CUCOM\DATA directory)
Some working files (*.PRM, *.DAT, etc., in the\CUCOM\PROG directory)
Some program forms (*.FRM, in the \CUCOM\DATA directory)
Some program menus (inside the USERMENU.DEFfile,in the\CLICOM\DATA directory)

^ For batch files, you may have to create or modify any batch file that you had created or modified in
your previous CLICOM 3.0 system. The batch files of your CLICOM 3.0 system are under the
\B AKCLIVB ATCH directory.

6.7.2.6 Administration part
^ Define the "Fortran printer definition" choice 5.3.1 (see the print-out that you made at point 6.2.2)
^ Define or modify the user-names and levels that were used with your CLICOM 3.0 system.

That's all folks .../ Please continue with the Chapter 9.
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7. Case n°3 : You decide to install CLICOM 3.1 on a "free" PC,
which does not have CLICOM on it, and you are not going to
change the version of your current DataEase
You have at least 2 PCs. On one, you have your current CLICOM 3.0 system. We shall call this
computer the PC 30. On the other you are going to install CLICOM 3.1. We shall call this second computer
the PC 31. The migration will consist in taking information from the PC 30 and getting it onto the PC 31.
Before starting the work you must find a way to link these 2 computers. If you are fortunate you can
link these 2 computers by network (network cable with network card). If you are less fortunate you can install a
"peer to peer" cable like a serial or parallel cable (you will also need special software, depending on your
Operating System). If you are unfortunate you will use diskettes to get the information from the PC 30 to the
PC 31, but do not worry as this works too!
Depending on the link between your PC 30 and PC 31, these are the different solutions for COPY or IMPORT
tasks :
i ^\

TO COPYfilesfrom CLICOM 3.0 (in your PC 30) to CLICOM 3.1 (in your PC 31)
| ?^

f^

you have a full network
Use your network software command for copying files from your PC 30 to your PC 31.
you have a "peer to peer cable"
Use your "peer to peer " software command for copyingfilesfromyour PC 30 to your PC 31.
you have no physical link
The copying of files from your PC 30 to your PC 31 will be done via diskettes.
TO IMPORT data from CLICOM 3.0 (in your PC 30) to CLICOM 3.1 (in your PC 31)

M

You have a full network
Using CLICOM 3.1 and DataEase you can directly specify the PC and the drive of the file
from which you want to import the data; e.g. to import the data from the STN GEOGRAPHY
form of your CLICOM 3.0 system (in your PC 30) you can answer to the question :
Please enter the source data filename by : M:STNGAAAA.DBM
where M: represents the directory \DEDATA in your PC 30. You must, of course, already
have assigned the letter M: to the relevant PC and directory. To do this in Windows 3.1,
Windows 95 or Windows 98 you can use the Windows Explorer, then the Tools, then the
connect to a network drive. For other network software, refer to the network commands
manual.
You have a "peer to peer" cable
The method depends on your software. However, generally, you willfirsthave to copy the PC
30file,fromwhich you want to import data, to your PC 31 and then use the import facilities of
CLICOM. If this is your method, then we recommend that, in your PC 31, you create a
directory YTRANSFER to which you will copy all the temporary files.
You have no physical link
In your PC 30, you should copy thefiles,fromwhich you want to import data, to a diskette.
Next we suggest that, in your PC 31, you create a directory YTRANSFER to which you will
copy your diskettesfilesbecause the import facilities of CLICOM will run fasterfromhard
disk thanfromdiskette.
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7.1 Check if you have all the necessary material to install CLICOM 3.1 on the
PC 31.
You must know exactly how your current CLICOM system is installed on the PC 30 and the different versions
of all the software you are using (Operating System, DataEase, CLICOM, COSORT).
You must have :
•

The installation diskettes or the CD-ROM for CLICOM 3.1 or the installation set on hard disk,

•

The installation diskettes for the versions of DataEase and COSORT that you are currently using,

•

The CLICOM 3.1 manual (if not it can be printed from the installation diskettes or the CD-ROM of
CLICOM 3.1 which contains some useful information for the installation and for the migration,

•

If you decide to upgrade or to install a new Operating System (OS), make sure that you have the OS
installation set. You should check also that all your devices are compatible with the OS that you want to
install.

Make working copies of your software
With all software, it is important to protect the original disks you receive from the publisher. Use the
DISKCOPY command to make working copies of your software before running the install program (the COPY
command will not make installable copies of the DataEase or COSORT disks).
Store the original diskettes in a safe place. We recommend that you always use the working copies of your
software, not the original disks. Use the original disks only to make replacements if anything happens to your
working copies.
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7.2 Prepare your PC 30 and PC 31 for the installation and the migration to
CLICOM 3.1

7.2.1 Step 1 : Clean up your CLICOM 3.0 system in your PC 30
•

Make a general backup of all your hard disk that contains CLICOM 3.0. For security reason make several
copies of the backup using, if possible, different devices.

•

Ensure that all the climate data have been loaded into DataEase (choice 3.2 : Load validated key-entry data
into DataEase).

Very important : check the format of your off-line climate data archives. In order to be able later to retrieve
your climate data into CLICOM 3.1, your off-line data must be in ASCII format or in DataEase format
(*.DBM). If your off-line archives are not in one of these formats, i.e. you have used the BACKUP or
MSBACKUP commands or other backup software to copy your data off-line, you must re-format your off-line
archives into ASCII or DataEase formats.
One solution to get your off-line archives into ASCII or DataEase formats is to retrieve them into your on-line
CLICOM 3.0 system (choice 8 of the Main menu of CLICOM). Then export the data, that you have just
restored, into ASCII or DataEase formats (by the choice 2.2 "Export/import climate data").
If you have climate data on-line, please archive all of them. Archive them in ASCII format or in DataEase
format (*.DBM). In order to be able later to retrieve your data into CLICOM 3.1, we recommend that you
do not use the DOS BACKUP or MSBACKUP commands or other backup software. Remember that your
archive represents the work of many years. Make several copies of your archive on different archive
devices. We recommend that you use both kinds of archive : the CLICOM archive with the choice 8 (copy
data to off-line), and also export data in CLICOM ASCII format (choice 2.2.3). Archive and export all the
different types of data (Monthly, Ten Day, Daily, etc.).
Make a DataEase backup of your database in order to verify if there are any problems in your database
(choice 2.8.2.3 and instructions in next paragraph). Try to backup your database on the hard disk of your
PC 30. If you do not have enough free disk space for this purpose try to clear all non-CLICOM
applications and files that you do not need. Keep a note of all warning messages from DataEase during the
backup and if DataEase discovers any problems, try to fix them before going on.
To do DataEase backup :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a directory (e.g. BACKUP).
If you are using DataEase 2.5 substitute L: for the drive and the directory you just have created
(e.g. SUBSTL: C:\BACKUP).
Then logon to CLICOM with ADMIN authority to get to the "DataEase Main Menu" then
For DataEase 2.5, choice 4 "DataBase Maintenance"
For DataEase 4.x, choice 6 "DataBase Maintenance"
Choose the choice, 2-Backup Database.
When asked where to backup to, enter L (if using DataEase 2.5) or enter \BACKUP (if using
DataEase 4.x).
Choose how you would like errors handled (e.g. 3-decide on error)
Exit CLICOM
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7.2.2 Step 2 : Get information on your current CLICOM 3.0 in your PC 30
This will help you for the migration to CLICOM 3.1.

Note :
If your PC 30 and the PC 31 are close to one another (they are in the same room and it is easy to movefromone
to the other) or if you are using a network, it is not necessary to carry out this paragraph 7.2.2. You can go
directly to the next paragraph 7.3.

P:M

7.2.2.1 Fortran part of CLICOM 3.0
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Print out the set-up of your printer (choice 5.3.1).
Print out the Fortran messages text by using the choice 5.11 "Copy Fortran msgfileto text".
Print out the files MLYPUB.LIM, DLY2MLY.LIM and DLY210D.LIM that are in the \CLICOM\DATA
directory.
Print out all thefileswith the .PRM extension in the \CLICOM\DATA and \CLIGRAF\DATA directories.
If you have defined or modified some "Fortran Program Forms" in your CLICOM 3.0 system, please print
out their definitions with the choice 5.9 "List program form definitions". If the choice 5.9 does not work
use the choice 5.6 "FORTRAN program forms" and write/print out on paper the definition of additional or
modified forms.
If you have defined or modified some "Screens for batch menus" in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the
choice 5.8 (program DEFSCRN), please make a print-out of these screens (e.g. by using the Print Screen
key)
Write on paper the definition of each key-entry form you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1 (type, Dataset-ID,
elements, check on normal distribution, element to be used with area quality control- choice 5.1.1).
Write on paper any area-QC map outlines defined that you want to use with CLICOM 3.1 (name, latitude,
longitude, with also the dataset link-choice 5.4.1 and 5.4.2).
Print out thefileDEDATE.CFG in the \CLICOM\DATA directory.

7.2.2.2 DataEase part of CLICOM 3.0

l-H

j
_

•
H
•
™|
^
I

Print out the set-up of your DataEase printer (Define Printers in System Administration of DataEase).
Print out the system configuration of your database (choice 2.8.1.7.2).
Write on paper or print out all the data from the MISC CODE DEFINITION form.
Print out the status of the database for forms and reports by using the choice 2.8.2.2.
Print out the definition of the STN-GEOGRAPHY form.
Print out the list of Elements by running the DataEase procedure "ALL ELEMENTS".

H
I
H
I

t•"'"•
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7.3 Install or Upgrade your Operating System in the PC 31 if needed
Follow instructions in your Operating System manual.
Be careful! DataEase 2.5 does not work very well with Windows NT and DataEase 4.2 (DE16M) does not
work with Windows NT.

7.4 Install DataEase and COSORT in the PC 31
In order to get a clean installation, the purpose here is to install as a first installation, and not to upgrade, the
versions of DataEase and COSORT you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1.
Please refer to the CLICOM manual and also, if necessary, to the DataEase manual and the COSORT manual.

DataEase installation :
+ Install DataEase version 4.x or 5.x in the \DE directory.
Please refer to the CLICOM manual and also, if necessary, to the DataEase manual and the COSORT manual.
Be careful! The DataEase release 4.50 revision 1 is not compatible with CLICOM. To determine the version,
release and revision of your DataEase use the WHATVER.EXE program utility (that is usually in the
\WHATVER directory of the DataEase tutorial diskette or in the \DE directory of your hard disk).
If you re-install a version 4.53 of DataEase do not forget to modify the ZTERMDEF.DBZ file (under
the \DE directory) in order to allow the automatic re-indexing :
Make a copy of the ZTERMDDEF.DBZ file
Type:
CD C:\DE
Type:
DEBUG ZTERMDEF.DBZ
Debug will display a - as the prompt
Type:
E034A
Debug will display a message ending with 01.
Immediately after the 01.
Type:
00
Type:
W
Type:
Q
fis)

COSORT installation :
Install COSORT in the \COSORT directory in your PC 31.
Be careful! Some COSORT versions allow installation once only. If this is the case for your COSORT
software, please copy all the necessary files from the \COSORT directory in your PC 30 to the \COSORT
directory in your PC 31.
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7.5 Install CLICOM 3.1 in the PC 31
Install CLICOM 3.1 as afirstinstallation. Please refer to the CLICOM manual.

7.6 Migrate all the information from your CLICOM 3.0 system in your PC 30 to
CLICOM 3.1 in your PC 31
Now let's go to the main part of our job ....

7.6.1 Migrate information from your CLICOM 3.0 database in your PC 30
Most of the data of your CLICOM 3.0 database is contained in your PC 30 \DEDATA directory.
r^-:;i

7.6.1.1 Migrate the Station History information (except for the STN ELEMENT form)

j

You should retrieve the information from your PC 30 database to the following PC 31 DataEase forms :

"^
I

STN GEOGRAPHY
STN GEOG UP
STN OBSERVATION

«I
!

7.6.1.1.1 For STN GEOGRAPHY and STN GEOG UP in the PC 31:
Modify manually the definition of the STN GEOGRAPHY and STN GEOG UP forms in the PC 31 and
import the data from your previous CLICOM 3.0 system into the STN GEOGRAPHY form.

)

»• To modify manually these forms in order to retrieve all information from your previous system please refer
to the CLICOM manual point 2.3 "Adapting CLICOM to your requirements".
The most common fields to modify are :
DISTRICT
COUNTRY
LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
ELEVATION

"l

choice list
default name
range (upper limit and lower limit)
range
range

1
1
"1

* To import datafromyour previous CLICOM 3.0 system in your PC 30 to the new STN GEOGRAPHY form
in your PC 31, you can run CLICOM 3.1 and then select the choice 2.2 "Export/import climate data".

fV-.-:-J|
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7.6.1.1.2 For STN OBSERVATION in the PC 31
You should import the data from your previous system into CLICOM 3.1.
4 Check the names of the files that describe the STN OBSERVATION forms of your previous CLICOM 3.0
system on the print-out that you made at point 7.2.2.2, or directly by using your CLICOM 3.0 system (choice
2.8.2.2). The data for this form are contained in the file with the ".DBM" extension. This file is normally in
the directory \DEDATA in the PC 30. Its name should have the format "STNOxxxx.DBM".
* Method to import the STN OBSERVATION :
Enter CLICOM 3.1, then DataEase, then choice 2.2 "Export/import climate data".
Select choice 5 "Import ASCIIfileinto CLICOM via DataEase"
Select the form to which you want to import data (STN OBSERVATION)
Answer the following questions :
Please enter the source datafilename: M:STNOxxxx.DBM
(where M: represents the directory and the PC that contain thefileSTNOxxxx.DBM)
What is the data file format?
: DataEase
Is the source form same as the destination form?
: YES3
How should the matching records be processed
: Do not match
|î*l

4 Check the data in the STN OBSERVATION form.

m

TK^

M

3

We presume that you have not made changes to these forms.
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You should retrieve information from your CLICOM 3.0 (in your PC 30) to the following CLICOM 3.1
DataEase forms (in your PC 31) by respecting the specified order :
ELEMENT DEFINITION
STN ELEMENT
DATASET INFORMATION
DATASET DIRECTORY
DATASET ELEMENT
DATASET RECORD
FIELD DEFINITION
DATASET RECORD HELD
MISC CODE DEFINITION
VIEW HELD DEFS
4 We suggest that you do not import data into the ELEMENT DEFINITION and the MISC CODE
DEFINITION forms but that you check and modify them manually.
For ELEMENT DEFINITION check, using the print-out of the CLICOM 3.0 elements that you made
at point 7.2.2.2 (or directly by using your CLICOM 3.0 system : choice 2.8.2.2), that the CLICOM 3.1
data are the same as for the elements of CLICOM 3.0. Be careful of the field SCALE FACTOR. If
necessary, modify manually the data on the ELEMENT DEFINITION form of CLICOM 3.1 (Add,
Modify or Delete records).
For MISC CODE DEFINITION check, using the print-out that you made at point 7.2.2.2 (or directly
by using your CLICOM 3.0 system), that the CLICOM 3.1 data are the same as the miscellaneous
codes for CLICOM 3.0. If necessary add those which are not present in CLICOM 3.1.
* For the STN ELEMENT form, see the method described at point 7.6.1.1.2. The file that contains the STN
ELEMENT data has the following name format : "STNExxxx.DBM".
* For the others forms, DATASET INFORMATION, DATASET DIRECTORY, DATASET ELEMENT,
DATASET RECORD, FIELD DEFINITION, VIEW HELD DEFS, and DATASET RECORD FIELD :
Check whether you have data in these forms in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the print-out you
made at point 7.2.2.2 or directly with your CLICOM 3.0 system (number of existing records).
If there is data (no. of records > 0), import them by using the method described in point 7.6.1.1.2.
Be careful with the DATASET DIRECTORY form!
This form contains two DATE type fields: the field "DATE-WRITTEN" and the field "DATE-LAST
USED".
Like CLICOM 3.0, CLICOM 3.1 will use the date format as specified in the file
\CLICOM\DATA\DEDATE.CFG. The date format entered in this file should agree with the format
currently set in the DataEase CONFIGURATION form. The following three formats are allowed in
DataEase 4.0 and above :
1. MM/DD/YY North American
2. DD/MM/YY International
3. YY/MM/DD Metric
DataEase 2.5 allows only thefirsttwo formats.
So the DATE FORMAT in the DataEase CONFIGURATION form of your current CLICOM 3.1
system (from the DataEase MAIN MENU, 7."SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION" then choice
2."DEFTNE CONFIGURATION" in the COUNTRY CUSTOMIZATION section) must be the same as
the DATE FORMAT used in your previous CLICOM 3.0 system (check using the print-out that you
made at point 5.2.2.2 for the system configuration of your CLICOM 3.0 database).
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7.6.1.3 Migrate the climate data from your CLICOM 3.0 system to your CLICOM 3.1 system
pu
>

m
!

You must retrieve the data from your CLICOM 3.0 (in your PC 30) and restore them into the following
CLICOM 3.1 DataEase forms (in your PC 31):
MONTHLY DATA
TEN DAY DATA
DAILY DATA
SYNOPTIC DATA
HOURLY DATA
FIFTEEN DATA
UPPER-AIR DATA
DAILY MEANS/EXTREMES
MEANS EXTREMES(IOD)
INV-DAILY
INV-HOURLY
INV-U-A
STN-ELEMENT EXTREMES
NORMALS
For each of these forms check if you have data in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the print-out you
made at point 7.2.2 or directly with your CLICOM 3.0 system (number of existing records).
If there is data, and you want to import them, use the method described in point 7.6.1.1.2. But instead
of "Do not match" we suggest that you use the "Add Non-Matching" choice for "How should the
matching records be processed". Despite the fact that this process is longer it will check the
homogeneity of your database.
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7.6.1.4 Migrate all the special developments that you have made in your CLICOM 3.0 system to your
CLICOM 3.1 system
You may have made special developments for your CLICOM 3.0 system like :
Creation of forms,
Creation of procedures,
Creation or modifications of menus,
Creation of import specifications.
If you want to include these developments in your CLICOM 3.1 system, you should :
^ To import forms
Check the names of thefilesthat define these forms in your CLICOM 3.0 system.
With the DataEase Main Menu, choice 2.8.1 on the screen :
For DE 2.5, select the choice 5 "Database Utilities ", then choice 3 "install a form".
For DE 4.x, select the choice 7 "System Administration", then choice 6 "Database Utilities", then the
choice 3 "Install a form".
Do not forget to define the relationships if needed.
•• To import procedures
Check the names of thefilesthat define these procedures in your CLICOM 3.0 system.
With the DataEase Main Menu, choice 2.8.1 on the screen :
For DE 2.5, select the choice 5 "Database Utilities ", then choice 4 "Install a procedure".
For DE 4.x, select the choice 7 "System Administration", then choice 6 "Database Utilities", then the
choice 4 "Install a procedure".
The procedure files have the extensions .DBRfor the procedure definition and .DBF for the data-entry form (if
applicable).
^ To copy 'Import specifications"
Check the names of thefilesthat define these "import specifications" in your CLICOM 3.0 system.
Then copy thesefilesinto your CLICOM 3.1 \DEDATA directory.
The import specificationfileshave the extension .DBI
•• To define or modify DataEase menus
If you have defined and/or modified DataEase menus in your CLICOM 3.0 system, you may have to redefine
and/or re-modify them in CLICOM 3.1. We recommend that you redefine or remodify them manually (instead
of importing them, which is also possible).
With the DataEase Main Menu (in the PC 31), choice 2.8.1 on the screen :
For DE 2.5, select the choice 6 "Menus and relationships ", then choice 1 "Define menus".
For DE 4.x, select the choice 5 "Menu definition".
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7.6.1.5 Migrate the Administration information from your previous CLICOM 3.0 database
If you have defined DataEase users in your CLICOM 3.0, please enter them manually in your PC 31 (choice
2.8.1.7.1 of your CLICOM 3.1).
Compare the "System Configuration" of your CLICOM 3.1 database (choice 2.8.1.7.2) system with the printout you made at point 7.2.2, or directly with your CLICOM 3.0 system. Make corrections as necessary.
Set up the printer configuration in your CLICOM 3.1 database (choice 2.8.1.7.3)

Well, you have completed 50% of the work, good luck for the remaining tasks!.....

"5*|
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7.6.2 Migrate information from the Fortran part of your CLICOM 3.0 system
7.6.2.1 Archive part
Let's check first if you are able to work with your archive.
^ Modify the CLICOM 3.1 batch files that control your archive device :
TO-ARCH.BAT
FRM-ARCH.BAT
MRG-ARCH.BAT
These 3 batch files are in the \CLICOM\BATCH directory in your PC 31. Use the files TOARCH.BAT, FRM-ARCH.BAT, MRG-ARCH.BAT in your CLICOM 3.0 system's
\CLICOM\BATCH directory (in your PC 30) to help you with this task.
4 Verify that the information on the date format contained in the file \CLICOM\DATA\DEDATE.CFG of your
CLICOM 3.1 system is identical to that on the print-out of your CLICOM 3.0 DEDATE.CFG file that you
made at point 5.2.2.1. If not, modify the date format in your CLICOM 3.1 DEDATE.CFG file to match that of
your CLICOM 3.0 system.
•• If you are using a COSORT version earlier than 4.3, you must modify 4 other batch files in your
CLICOM 3.1 system :
DATAPRD2.BAT
DATAPRD2.MON
MRG-ARC2.BAT
SORT2.BAT
These 4 batch files are in the \CLICOM\BATCH directory. Comparing these files with those, that are
in your CLICOM 3.0 system's \CLICOM\BATCH directory, will help you with this task.
4 If you are using a COSORT version 4.3 or greater, you must run the batch file UPGCSORT.BAT.
This batch file is on disk 1 of the CLICOM installation disks. COSORT version 4.4 merges only up to
3fileswhile CLICOM expects to be able to merge up to 6 files. Therefore you must run this batch file
to modify COSORT.COR to meet CLICOM's requirement.
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must run the batchfileMODCSDRV.BAT.
This batch file changes the letter of the drive on which COSORT software is installed. It is on the disk
1 of the CLICOM installation disks.
^If you are using DataEase version 4.53 Revision 1 or greater and if you have not already modified the
file ZTERMDEF.DBZ at point 5.4, you must do this now in order to allow the re-indexing facility of
CLICOM. Thisfileis in the \DE directory.

To automatically sort DataEase files you need to modify the ZTERMDEF.DBZ file using DEBUG.
This enables the ANSI compatibility option.
Make a copy of the ZTERMDDEF.DBZ file
Type:
CD C:\DE
Type:
DEBUG ZTERMDEF.DBZ
Debug will display a - as the prompt
Type:
E034A
Debug will display a message ending with 01.
Immediately after the 01.
Type:
00
Type:
W
Type:
Q

""*)
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7.6.2.2 Key -entry part
You will have to
^ Define the key-entry forms that you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1
By using the Menu choice 5.1.1.1 and by referring to the notes that you made at point 7.2.2 (or directly
by using your CLICOM 3.0 system). There is also the possibility of direcdy copying the files linked to
the key-entry forms of your CLICOM 3.0 system (files with .TWF and .IDX extensions and the
SETUP.DAT file) but in order to get a clean installation, we recommend that you define these forms
manually.

f- "
^ Import from your CLICOM 3.0 system or define in your CLICOM 3.1 system the quality control
checks
To retrieve the quality controls checks you used with your CLICOM 3.0 system, copy the files
ELEMCHKS.* (that are in your \CLICOM\DATA directory in your PC 30 or on another device) to the
\CLICOM\DATA directory of your CLICOM 3.1 system.
You can also redefine them manually with the choice 5.1.(x).
+ Define the area-QC map outlines in CLICOM 3.1 if you have them defined in your CLICOM 3.0
system
With the notes you took at point 7.2.2 or directly by using your CLICOM 3.0 system, define manually
in CLICOM 3.1 the maps you want to retrieve (choices 5.4.1 and 5.4.2).
^ If in your CLICOM 3.0 system you used the generation of derived moisture variables, or/and special
area-QC display colours, or/and some special time labels for HLY and SYN key-entry forms :
You may have to modify the file DATAQC.PRM in your CLICOM 3.1 \CLICOM\DATA directory.
Check with the print-out of this file that you made at point 7.2.2, or directly by using your CLICOM
3.0 system.

n
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7.6.2.3 Application part
4 If you do not use the Norton Editor, please modify the ED.BAT batch file (in CLICOMVBATCH
directory in your PC 31) to use the editor you wish to use.

^ Modify the element summary range categories if necessary
™

If you have made some modifications in CLICOM 3.0 on the "Monthly tabulation categories" or/and
the "DLY to MLY summary categories" or/and the "DLY to 10D summary categories", you may have
to modify the files MLYPUB.LIM, DLY2MLY.LIM and DLY210D.LIM of your CLICOM 3.1
system.(in the directory \CLICOM\DATA). Use the choice 5.2 of CLICOM 3.1 and check with the
print-outs of these specific files that you made at point 7.2.2 (or directly by using your CLICOM 3.0
system).
^ Modify the parameter files for CLICOM applications if necessary

ran)

Many CLICOM FORTRAN programs are controlled by parameter files. The files specify colours,
headings, titles, elements used, and a variety of other information. All parameter files have a ".PRM"
extension and are stored in the \CLICOM\DATA directory. The purpose and contents of each parameter
file is usually documented with the description of the program that it controls. You may have to modify
some of these CLICOM 3.1 parameter files in order to retrieve the set-ups that you made for your
CLICOM 3.0 system. The parameter files of your CLICOM 3.0 system are in the \CLICOM\DATA
directory in your PC 30.
7.6.2.4 Graphics part
•• If you have made changes in CLICOM 3.0 on the settings for Wind Rose charts, you may have to
modify thefile\CLIGRAF\DATA\WROSPOKE.PRM. Check with the print-out that you made at point
7.2.2 or directly with your CLICOM 3.0 system.
^ It is not possible to easily retrieve the predefined graph definitions and the predefined graphics
screens that you have made with CLICOM 3.0. We recommend that you recreate them manually if
needed.

7.6.2.5 Retrieve any non-standard CLICOM 3.0 applications or program modifications to your CLICOM
3.1 system.
If you have developed programs for CLICOM 3.0 or/and modified/created menus or/and modified/created
batchfiles,we list below some remarks in order to help you to retrieve these developments to CLICOM 3.1.

p

For this particular migration we recommend you to read chapter 15 of the
CLICOM manual on "Changing the configuration of CLICOM FORTRAN
programs".

•i
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# FOR programs, you may have to :
•

Recompile the programs you have developed using the new libraries of CLICOM 3.1, especially if
you are using Windows NT or if you have installed the version 5.x of DataEase. The libraries of
CLICOM 3.1 are distributed in the installation set. Be careful! If these programs use the
CLICOM 3.0 text messages file, you must update the CLICOM 3.1 text messages file.
In CUCOM 3.0 there are 611 messages in the MESSAGES.FTN file.
The free positions are : 001, 037, 038, 431 to 438.
In CLICOM 3.1 there are 812 messages in the MESSAGES.FTN file.
The free positions are : 613, 614, 631 to 639, 766 to 799, 813 up to the end.
If your messages numbers are not in the free positions of the CLICOM 3.1 MESSAGES.FTN
file, you have to move them to free positions and make corresponding modifications in your
programs.

•

Redefine some "Fortran programs forms" (choice 5.6) that you had defined for CLICOM 3.0. If
necessary, see the print-out that you made of these forms at point 7.2.2 or directly with your
CLICOM 3.0 system.

•

Import some "Fortran program menus" (choice 5.7.4) that you had defined for CLICOM 3.0. The
file from which you need to import is the USERMENU.DEF file in the \CLICOM\DATA
directory in your PC 30.

f^77]
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•

Redefine some "Screen for batch menus" (choice 5.8) that you had defined for CLICOM 3.0. If
necessary, see the print-out that you made of these screens at point 7.2.2 or directly with your
CLICOM 3.0 system.
Most of the programs consist of:

p"Ti

An executablefile(*.EXE, in the \CUCOM\PROG directory)
A helpfile(*.HLP, in the\CUCOM\HELP directory)
A batchfile(*.BAT, in the \CUCOM\BATCH directory)
Some screens for batch menus (*.SCR, in the \CLICOM\DATA directory)
Some workingfiles(*.PRM, *.DAT, etc., in the \CUCOM\PROG directory)
Some program forms (*.FRM, in the\CUCOM\DATA directory)
Some program menus (inside the USERMENU.DEFfile,in the\CUCOM\DATA directory)
•t For batch files, you may have to create or modify any batch file that you had created or modified in
your previous CLICOM 3.0 system. The batch files of your CLICOM 3.0 system are under the
\CLICOM\BATCH directory in your PC 30.

7.6.2.6 Administration part
^ Define the "Fortran printer definition" choice 5.3.1 (see the print-out that you made at point 7.2.2 or directly
with your CLICOM 3.0 system).
^ Define or modify the user-names and levels that were used with your CLICOM 3.0 system.

That's all folks...! Please continue with the Chapter 9.
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8. Case n°4 : You decide to install CLICOM 3.1 on a "free" PC,
which does not have CLICOM on it, and you are going to change
the version of your current DataEase
In case n°4 you are going to install DataEase 4.x or DataEase 5.x.

Be careful! DataEase 4.2 (DE16M) does not work with Windows NT.
Be careful! The DataEase release 4.50 revision 1 is not compatible with CLICOM. To determine the version,
release and revision of your current DataEase use the WHATVER.EXE program utility (that is usually in the
WHATVER directory of the DataEase tutorial diskette, or in the \DE directory of your hard disk).

You have at least 2 PCs. On one, you have your current CLICOM 3.0 system. We shall call this
computer the PC 30. On the other you are going to install CLICOM 3.1. We shall call this second computer
the PC 31. The migration will consist in taking information from the PC 30 and getting it onto the PC 31.
Before starting the work you must find a way to link these 2 computers. If you are fortunate you can
link these 2 computers by network (network cable with network card). If you are less fortunate you can install a
"peer to peer" cable like a serial or parallel cable (you will also need special software, depending on your
Operating System). If you are unfortunate you will use diskettes to get the information from the PC 30 to the
PC 31, but do not worry as this works too!
Depending on the link between your PC 30 and your PC 31, these are the different solutions to COPY or
IMPORT tasks :
TO COPY files from CLICOM 3.0 (in your PC 30) to CLICOM 3.1 (in your PC 31)
you have a full network
Use your network software command for copying files from your PC 30 to your PC 31.
you have a "peer to peer" cable
Use your "peer to peer" software command for copying files from your PC 30 to your PC 31.
you have no physical link
The copying of files from your PC 30 to your PC 31 will be done via diskettes.
TO IMPORT data from CLICOM 3.0 (in your PC 30) to CLICOM 3.1 (in your PC 31)
In case n°4 you should first copy to your PC 31 the CLICOM 3.0 files on your PC 30, that you want to
import into CLICOM 3.1 on your PC 31. Then, working only on PC 31, you should use the Import facility
of CLICOM 3.1 in order to import the copied files.
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8.1 Check if you have all the necessary material to install CLICOM 3.1 on the
PC 31.

\T>F1

You must know exactly how your current CLICOM system is installed on the PC 30 and the different versions
of all the software you are using (Operating System, DataEase, CLICOM, COSORT).
You must have :
•

The installation diskettes or the CD-ROM for CLICOM 3.1 or the installation set on hard disk,

•

The installation diskettes for the versions of DataEase and COSORT that you are currently using,

•

The installation diskettes of the DataEase version (4.x or 5.x) that you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1,

•

The CLICOM 3.1 manual (if not it can be printed from the installation diskettes or the CD-ROM of
CLICOM 3.1 which contains some useful information for the installation and for the migration,

•

If you decide to upgrade or to install a new Operating System (OS), make sure that you have the OS
installation set. You should check also that all your devices are compatible with the OS that you want to
install.

h'""':A

Make working copies of your software
With all software, it is important to protect the original disks you receive from the publisher. Use the
DISKCOPY command to make working copies of your software before running the install program (the COPY
command will not make installable copies of the DataEase or COSORT disks).
Store the original diskettes in a safe place. We recommend that you always use the working copies of your
software, not the original disks. Use the original disks only to make replacements if anything happens to your
working copies.

vrn

Be careful! If you are using DataEase 2.5 and you plan to install DataEase version 5.x, you will need also the
installation diskettes of DataEase 4.x in order to use some of the import methods described in this guide.
However you can migrate without having this 4.x version of DataEase, but you will have to modify or to define
manually some forms and procedures that you had defined or modified with your CLICOM 3.0 system.

pis-.-1
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8.2 Prepare your PC 30 and PC 31 for the installation and the migration to
CLICOM 3.1

8.2.1 Step 1 : Clean up your CLICOM 3.0 system in your PC 30
•

Make a general backup of all your hard disk that contains CLICOM 3.0. For security reason make several
copies of the backup using, if possible, different devices.

•

Ensure that all the climate data have been loaded into DataEase (choice 3.2 : Load validated key-entry data
into DataEase).

Very important : check the format of your off-line climate data archives. In order to be able later to retrieve
your climate data into CLICOM 3.1, your off-line data must be in ASCII format or in DataEase format
(*.DBM). If your off-line archives are not in one of these formats, i.e. you have used the BACKUP or
MSBACKUP commands or other backup software to copy your data off-line, you must re-format your off-line
archives into ASCII or DataEase formats.
One solution to get your off-line archives into ASCII or DataEase formats is to retrieve them into your on-line
CLICOM 3.0 system (choice 8 of the Main menu of CLICOM). Then export the data, that you have just
restored, into ASCII or DataEase formats (by the choice 2.2 "Export/import climate data").
If you have climate data on-line, please archive all of them. Archive them in ASCII format or in DataEase
format (*.DBM). In order to be able later to retrieve your data into CLICOM 3.1, we recommend that you
do not use the DOS BACKUP or MSBACKUP commands or other backup software. Remember that your
archive represents the work of many years. Make several copies of your archive on different archive
devices. We recommend that you use both kinds of archive : the CLICOM archive with the choice 8 (copy
data to off-line), and also export data in CLICOM ASCII format (choice 2.2.3). Archive and export all the
different types of data (Monthly, Ten Day, Daily, etc.).
Make a DataEase backup of your database in order to verify if there are any problems in your database
(choice 2.8.2.3 and instructions in next paragraph). Try to backup your database on the hard disk of your
PC 30. If you do not have enough free disk space for this purpose try to clear all non-CLICOM
applications and files that you do not need. Keep a note of all warning messages from DataEase during the
backup and if DataEase discovers any problems, try to fix them before going on.
p*i

To do DataEase backup :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a directory (e.g. BACKUP).
If you are using DataEase 2.5 substitute L: for the drive and the directory you just have created
(e.g. SUBSTL: C:\BACKUP).
Then logon to CLICOM with ADMIN authority to get to the "DataEase Main Menu" then
For DataEase 2.5, choice 4 "DataBase Maintenance"
For DataEase 4.x, choice 6 "DataBase Maintenance"
Choose the choice, 2-Backup Database.
When asked where to backup to, enter L (if using DataEase 2.5) or enter \BACKUP (if using
DataEase 4.x).
Choose how you would like errors handled (e.g. 3-decide on error)
Exit CLICOM
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8.2.2 Step 2 : Get information on your current CLICOM 3.0 in your PC 30
This will help you for the migration to CLICOM 3.1.

Note:
If your PC 30 and PC 31 are close to one another (they are in the same room and it is easy to move from one to
the other), or if you are using a network, it is not necessary to carry out this paragraph 8.2.2. You can go
directly to the next paragraph 8.3.
8.2.2.1 Fortran part of CLICOM 3.0
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Print out the set-up of your printer (choice 5.3.1).
Print out the Fortran messages text by using the choice 5.11 "Copy Fortran msg file to text".
Print out the files MLYPUB.LIM, DLY2MLY.LIM and DLY210D.LIM that are in the \CLICOM\DATA
directory.
Print out all thefileswith the .PRM extension in the \CLICOM\DATA and \CLIGRAF\DATA directories.
If you have defined or modified some "Fortran Program Forms" in your CLICOM 3.0 system, please print
out their definitions with the choice 5.9 "List program form definitions". If the choice 5.9 does not work
use the choice 5.6 "FORTRAN program forms" and write/print out on paper the definition of additional or
modified forms.
If you have defined or modified some "Screens for batch menus" in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the
choice 5.8 (program DEFSCRN), please make a print-out of these screens (e.g. by using the Print Screen
key)
Write on paper the definition of each key-entry form you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1 (type, Dataset-ID,
elements, check on normal distribution, element to be used with area quality control- choice 5.1.1).
Write on paper any area-QC map outlines defined that you want to use with CLICOM 3.1 (name, latitude,
longitude, with also the dataset link-choice 5.4.1 and 5.4.2).
Print out thefileDEDATE.CFG in the \CLICOM\DATA directory.

8.2.2.2 DataEase part of CLICOM 3.0
•
•
•
•
•

_
_

!
1

Print out the set-up of your DataEase printer (Define Printers in System Administration of DataEase).
Print out the system configuration of your database (choice 2.8.1.7.2).
Write on paper or print out all the data from the MISC CODE DEFINITION form.
Print out the definition of the STN-GEOGRAPHY form.
Print out the list of Elements by running the DataEase procedure "ALL ELEMENTS".
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8.3 Install or Upgrade your Operating System in the PC 31 if needed
Follow instructions in your Operating System manual.
Be careful! DataEase 2.5 does not work very well with Windows NT and DataEase 4.2 (DE16M) does not
work with Windows NT.

8.4 Install DataEase and COSORT in the PC 31
In order to get a clean installation, the purpose here is to install as a first installation, and not to upgrade, the
versions of DataEase and COSORT you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1.
Nevertheless, in certain cases, you may be forced to upgrade your DataEase software e.g. in the case where you
have purchased an upgrade only version of DataEase or a special network upgrade.
In this case, keep your old version of DataEase in the \DE directory and follow the instructions on "upgrading
from a previous version of DataEase" in the DataEase manual.

DataEase installation :
4 Install DataEase version 4.x or 5.x in the \DE directory.
Please refer to the CLICOM manual and also, if necessary, to the DataEase manual and the COSORT manual.
Be careful! The DataEase release 4.50 revision 1 is not compatible with CLICOM. To determine the version,
release and revision of your DataEase use the WHATVER.EXE program utility (that is usually in the
\WHATVER directory of the DataEase tutorial diskette or in the \DE directory of your hard disk).
If you install a version 4.53 or greater of DataEase do not forget to modify the ZTERMDEF.DBZ file
(under the \DE directory) in order to allow the automatic re-indexing :
Make a copy of the ZTERMDDEF.DBZ file
Type:
CD C:\DE
Type:
DEBUG ZTERMDEF.DBZ
Debug will display a - as the prompt
Type:
E034A
Debug will display a message ending with 01.
Immediately after the 01.
Type:
00
Type:
W
Type:
Q

pi

COSORT installation :
4 install COSORT in the \COSORT directory in your PC 31.

Be careful! Some COSORT versions allow installation once only. If this is the case for your COSORT
software, please copy all the necessary files from the \COSORT directory in your PC 30 to the \COSORT
directory in your PC 31.

^w]
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8.5 Copy the \BACKUP directory of your PC 30 to the \BACKUP directory of
your PC 31
In order to restore your CLICOM 3.0 database to your new version of DataEase you should copy the DataEase
backup made at point 8.2.1 in your PC 30 (in the \BACKUP directory) to your PC 31 (in the \BACKUP
directory).

8.6 Restore your CLICOM 3.0 database to your new DataEase 4.x or 5.x in your
PC 31
•

If you decide to upgrade your DataEase version, you will need the DataEase installation disks (4.x or 5.x).

Note :
The purpose of this step is to restore your CLICOM 3.0 database into the format of your new DataEase version
in order to make the migration to CLICOM 3.1 easier. Your restored previous database will be put in the
directory \RESTORE in your PC 31.
This step is not obligatory. If for some reason you cannot restore your CLICOM 3.0 database into the format of
your new DataEase version you will have to manually execute some migration tasks.

8.6.1 You have installed a DataEase 4.x version and you were using DataEase
version 2.5 or DataEase 4.x
You will have to restore the DataEase backup from your previous CLICOM 3.0 database, which is in
the directory \B ACKUP in your PC 31, using your new version of DataEase.
^ Create a directory \RESTORE into which you will restore your database from the backup you made
in CLICOM 3.0.
Run your new version of DataEase (in \DE, with DE16M or DEASE command).
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: \RESTORE
What is the application name
: RESTORE
Create a new application ?
: YES
What is your user name
: ADMIN
What is your security password
: *•
Restore your database
Choice 6 "Application Maintenance" (or "Database Maintenance")
Choice 6.3 "Restore Application" (or "Restore Database")
Specify the pathname to use for Restore: VBACKUP
Re-run the new version of DataEase and
print out the status of the database for forms and reports using the choice 2.8.2.2.
At this point your old database is in the format of your new version of DataEase in the directory
\RESTORE.
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8.6.2 You have Installed a DataEase 5.x version and you were using DataEase 4.x
(4.0, 4.2, 4.5)
You will have to restore the DataEase backup from your previous CLICOM 3.0 database, which is in
the directory \BACKUP in your PC 31, using your new version of DataEase.
4 Create a directory \RESTORE
Run your new version of DataEase (in VDE, with DE16M).
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: \RESTORE
What is the application name
: RESTORE
Create a new application?
: YES
(using which database engine type? : Native)
What is your user name
: ADMIN
What is your security password
: «Restore your database
Choice 6 "Application Maintenance"
Choice 6.3 "Restore Application"
Specify the pathname to use for Restore: \BACKUP
What type of restore do you want to perform : Rebuild original application
Re-run the new version of DataEase ::
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: \RESTORE
What is the application name
: RESTORE
Create a new application?
: YES
(using which database engine type? : Native)
What is your user name
: ADMIN
What is your security password
: *•
then DataEase prompts :
This application is not ready to be used with DataEase 5 16M. To convert, enter the name and
password of a user whose level of security is HIGH.
Okay to convert it. Y/N
Choose Y (yes) to convert the application and give "MAIN" for the user name.
Re-run the new version of DataEase, then
print out the status of the database for forms and reports using the choice 2.8.2.2.
At this point your old database is in the format of your new version of DataEase in the directory
\RESTORE.
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8.6.3 You have installed a DataEase 5.x version and you were using DataEase 2.5
You cannot restore a DE 2.53 database directly to DataEase 5 but must pass via DataEase 4.x (any
version), which you need to obtain from your dealer. Special upgrade packs that include a copy of
DataEase 4.53 are sometimes found on the market.
You will have to restore the DataEase backup from your previous CLICOM 3.0 database (which is in
the directory VBACKUP in your PC 31) to a DataEase 4.x version. Then backup this restored
DataEase 4.x database into a \BACKUP2 directory in your PC 31). Then restore this DataEase 4.x
backup (which is in the directory VBACKUP2) to a DataEase 5.x version. (Read slowly to avoid
headaches!).

m
\
—
j
}

^ Install your DataEase program version 4.x (e.g. in \DE4 directory in the PC 31)
j

4> Create the following directories : YRESTORE, VBACKUP2, \DATA4
RESTORING YOUR CUCOM 3.0 DATABASE IN DATAEASE 4.X
Run your version of DataEase 4.x (in \DE4, with DE16M or DEASE command).
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: VDATA4
What is the application name
: DATA4
Create a new application?
: YES
What is your user name
: ADMIN
What is your security password
: +•
Restore your database
Choice 6 "Application Maintenance" (or "Database Maintenance")
Choice 6.3 "Restore Application" (or "Restore Database")
Specify the pathname to use for Restore: \B ACKUP

!
**»
«^
^
\
^

BACKUP YOUR DAT A4 APPLICATION IN THE \BACKUP2 DIRECTORY
Run your version of DataEase 4.x (in \DE4, with DE16M or DEASE command).
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: \DATA4
What is the application name
: DATA4
What is your user name
: ADMIN
What is your security password
: *Backup your database
Choice 6 "Application Maintenance" (or "Database Maintenance")
Choice 6.2 "Backup Application" (or "Backup Database")
Specify the pathname to use for Backup: VBACKUP2

_
j

RESTORE THE BACKUP OF YOUR DATA4 APPLICATION TO DATAEASE 5.X
Run your new version of DataEase 5.x (in directory YDE, with DE16M command).
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: YRESTORE
What is the application name
: RESTORE
Create a new application?
: YES
(using which database engine type? : Native)
What is your user name
: MAIN
What is your security password
: «Restore your database
Choice 6 "Application Maintenance" (or "Database Maintenance")
Choice 6.3 "Restore Application" (or "Restore Database")
Specify the pathname to use for Restore: VBACKUP2
What type of restore do you want to perform : Rebuild original application
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ENTER YOUR DATABASE IN DATAEASE 5.X
Run your new version of DataEase 5.x (in directory \DE, with DE16M command).
Answer the questions below as indicated :
Directory
: \RESTORE
What is the application name
: RESTORE
then DataEase prompts :
This application is not ready to be used with DataEase 5 16M. To convert, enter the name and
password of a user whose level of security is HIGH.
Okay to convert it Y/N
Choose Y (yes) to convert the application and give "MAIN" for the user name.
Re-run the new version of DataEase, then
print out the status of the database for forms and reports using the choice 2.8.2.2.
At this point your old database is in the format of your new version of DataEase in the directory
\RESTORE.

8.7Install CLICOM 3.1 in the PC 31
Install CLICOM 3.1 as afirstinstallation. Please refer to the CLICOM manual.
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8.8 Migrate all the information from your CLICOM 3.0 system in your PC 30 to
CLICOM 3.1 in your PC 31
Now let's go to the main part of our job ....

\

8.8.1 Migrate information from your CLICOM 3.0 database
p-" : \

Most of the data of your CLICOM 3.0 database is now in the \RESTORE directory in your PC 31.
8.8.1.1 Migrate the Station History information (except for the STN ELEMENT form)
You should retrieve the information from your CLICOM 3.0 database (in \RESTORE) to the following PC 31
DataEase forms :
STN GEOGRAPHY
STN GEOG UP
STN OBSERVATION

j
H
yrrrn

8.8.1.1.1 For STN GEOGRAPHY and STN GEOG UP in CLICOM 3.1:
fp~\

Modify manually the definition of the STN GEOGRAPHY and STN GEOG UP forms in CLICOM 3.1
and import the data from your CLICOM 3.0 database (in \RESTORE) into the STN GEOGRAPHY
form.
^ To modify manually these forms in order to retrieve all information from your previous system please refer
to the CLICOM manual point 2.3 "Adapting CLICOM to your requirements".
The most common fields to modify are :
i i

DISTRICT
COUNTRY
LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
ELEVATION

choice list
default name
range (upper limit and lower limit)
range
range

4 To import datafromyour CLICOM 3.0 database (in \RESTORE) to the new STN GEOGRAPHY form in
CLICOM 3.1, you run CLICOM 3.1 and then select the choice 2.2 "Export/import climate data".
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You should import the data from your CLICOM 3.0 database into CLICOM 3.1.
+ Check the names of the files that describe the STN OBSERVATION forms of your previous CLICOM 3.0
system on the print-out that you made at point 8.6. The data for this form are contained in the file with the
".DBM" extension. This file is normally in the directory \RESTORE in the PC 31. Its name should have the
format "STNOxxxx.DBM".
+ Method to import the STN OBSERVATION :
Enter CLICOM 3.1, then DataEase, then choice 2.2 "Export/import climate data".
Select choice 5 "Import ASCII file into CLICOM via DataEase"
Select the form to which you want to import data (STN OBSERVATION)
Answer the following questions :
Please enter the source datafilename: \RESTORE\STNOxxxx.DBM
(where M: represents the directory and the PC that contain thefileSTNOxxxx.DBM)
What is the datafileformat?
: DataEase
Is the source form same as the destination form?
: YES4
How should the matching records be processed
: Do not match

|
t
P

4 Check the data in the STN OBSERVATION form.

4

We presume that you have not made changes to these forms.
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8.8.1.2 Migrate the Data Dictionary information and the STN ELEMENT form
You should retrieve information from your CLICOM 3.0 database (in \RESTORE in your PC 31) to the
following CLICOM 3.1 DataEase forms (in your PC 31) by respecting the specified order :
ELEMENT DEFINITION
STN ELEMENT
DATASET INFORMATION
DATASET DIRECTORY
DATASET ELEMENT
DATASET RECORD
HELD DEFINITION
DATASET RECORD HELD
MISC CODE DEFINITION
VIEW HELD DEFS
4 We suggest that you do not import data into the ELEMENT DEFINITION and the MISC CODE
DEFINITION forms but that you check and modify them manually.
For ELEMENT DEFINITION check, using the print-out of the CLICOM 3.0 elements that you made
at point 8.2.2.2 (or directly by using your CLICOM 3.0 system : choice 2.8.2.2 in your PC 30), that the
CLICOM 3.1 data are the same as for the elements of CLICOM 3.0. Be careful of the field SCALE
FACTOR. If necessary, modify manually the data on the ELEMENT DEFINITION form of CLICOM
3.1 (Add, Modify or Delete records).
For MISC CODE DEFINTnON check, using the print-out that you made at point 8.2.2.2 (or directly
by using your CLICOM 3.0 system in your PC 30), that the CLICOM 3.1 data are the same as the
miscellaneous codes for CLICOM 3.0. If necessary add those which are not present in CLICOM 3.1.

4 For the STN ELEMENT form, see the method described at point 8.8.1.1.2. The file that contains the STN
ELEMENT data has the following name format : "STNExxxx.DBM".

4 For the others forms, DATASET INFORMATION, DATASET DIRECTORY, DATASET ELEMENT,
DATASET RECORD, FIELD DEFINITION, VIEW HELD DEFS, and DATASET RECORD HELD :
Check whether you have data in these forms in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the print-out you
made at point 8.6 or directly with your CLICOM 3.0 system (number of existing records).
If there is data (no. of records > 0), import them by using the method described in point 8.8.1.1.2.
Be careful with the DATASET DIRECTORY form!
This form contains two DATE type fields: the field "DATE-WRITTEN" and the field "DATE-LAST
USED".
Like CLICOM 3.0, CLICOM 3.1 will use the date format as specified in the file
\CLICOM\DATA\DEDATE.CFG. The date format entered in this file should agree with the format
currently set in the DataEase CONFIGURATION form. The following three formats are allowed in
DataEase 4.0 and above :
1. MM/DD/YY North American
2. DD/MM/YY International
3. YY/MM/DD Metric
DataEase 2.5 allows only the first two formats.
So the DATE FORMAT in the DataEase CONFIGURATION form of your current CLICOM 3.1
system (from the DataEase MAIN MENU, 7."SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION" then choice
2."DEFINE CONFIGURATION" in the COUNTRY CUSTOMIZATION section) must be the same as
the DATE FORMAT used in your previous CLICOM 3.0 system (check using the print-out that you
made at point 5.2.2.2 for the system configuration of your CLICOM 3.0 database).
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778.8.1.3 Migrate the climate data from your CLICOM 3.0 database (in VRESTORE) to your CLICOM 3.1
system
You must retrieve the data from your CLICOM 3.0 database (in VRESTORE in your PC 31) and restore them
into the following CLICOM 3.1 DataEase forms (in your PC 31):

•-,:,]

MONTHLY DATA
TEN DAY DATA
DAILY DATA
SYNOPTIC DATA
HOURLY DATA
FIFTEEN DATA
UPPER-AIR DATA
DAILY MEANS/EXTREMES
MEANS EXTREMES(IOD)
INV-DAILY
INV-HOURLY
INV-U-A
STN-ELEMENT EXTREMES
NORMALS
For each of these forms check if you have data in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the print-out you
made at point 8.6 or directly with your CLICOM 3.0 system in your PC 31 (number of existing
records).
If there is data, and you want to import them, use the method described in point 8.8.6.1.1.2. But
instead of "Do not match" we suggest that you use the "Add Non-Matching" choice for "How
should the matching records be processed". Despite the fact that this process is longer it will check
the homogeneity of your database.
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8.8.1.4 Migrate all the special developments that you have made in your CLICOM 3.0 system to your
CLICOM 3.1 system
You may have made special developments for your CLICOM 3.0 system like :
Creation of forms,
Creation of procedures,
Creation or modifications of menus,
Creation of import specifications.
If you want to include these developments in your CLICOM 3.1 system, you should :
^ To import forms
Check the names of thefilesthat define these forms in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the print out
you made at point 8.6.
With the DataEase Main Menu, choice 2.8.1 on the screen :
Select the choice 7 "System Administration", then choice 6 "Database Utilities", then the choice 3
"Install a form".
Do not forget to define the relationships if needed.
# To import procedures
Check the names of the files that define these procedures in your CLICOM 3.0 system by using the
print out you made at point 8.6.
With the DataEase Main Menu, choice 2.8.1 on the screen :
Select the choice 7 "System Administration", then choice 6 "Database Utilities", then the choice 4
"Install a procedure".
For DataEase 4.x, the procedurefileshave the extensions .DBRfor the procedure definition and .DBF for the
data-entry form (if applicable).
For DataEase 5.x, the procedurefileshave the extensions .DBRfor the procedure definition, .TDEfor the dataentry Table Definitionfileand.CFEfor the data-entry Form Definition file.
Bug in DataEase 5 : when you import a procedure with DataEase 5 the procedure files are copied to the \DE
directory (the directory containing the program files of your DataEase 5 software) instead of to the VDEDATA
directory (the directory of your CLICOM database). To correct this bug you must move the procedure files
from the \DE directory to the VDEDATA directory. We are in contact with the DataEase supplier to correct this
bug.

^ To copy 'import specifications"
Check the names of the files that define these "import specifications" in your CLICOM 3.0 system by
using the print out you made at point 8.6.
Then copy thesefiles(in VRESTORE) into your CLICOM 3.1 VDEDATA directory.
The import specificationfileshave the extension .DBI
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«• To define or modify DataEase menus
If you have defined and/or modified DataEase menus in your CLICOM 3.0 system, you may have to redefine
and/or re-modify them in CLICOM 3.1. We recommend that you redefine or remodify them manually (instead
of importing them, which is also possible).
With the DataEase Main Menu (in the PC 31), choice 2.8.1 on the screen :
Select the choice 5 "Menu definition".
If you do not remember the menus of your CLICOM 3.0 system, you can always run your CLICOM
3.0 system in your PC 30.
8.8.1.5 Migrate the Administration information from your previous CLICOM 3.0 database
If you have defined DataEase users in your CLICOM 3.0, please enter them manually in your PC 31 (choice
2.8.1.7.1 of your CLICOM 3.1).
Compare the "System Configuration" of your CLICOM 3.1 database (choice 2.8.1.7.2) system with the printout you made at point 8.2.2, or directly with your CLICOM 3.0 system. Make corrections as necessary.
Set up the printer configuration in your CLICOM 3.1 database (choice 2.8.1.7.3)

Well, you have completed 50% of the work, good luck for the remaining tasks!
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8.8.2 Migrate information from the Fortran part of your CLICOM 3.0 system
8.8.2.1 Archive part
Let's check first if you are able to work with your archive.
•• Modify the CLICOM 3.1 batchfilesthat control your archive device :
TO-ARCH.BAT
FRM-ARCH.BAT
MRG-ARCH.BAT
These 3 batch files are in the \CLICOM\BATCH directory in your PC 31. Use the files TOARCH.BAT, FRM-ARCH.BAT, MRG-ARCH.BAT in your CLICOM 3.0 system's
\CLICOM\BATCH directory (in your PC 30) to help you with this task.
4 Verify that the information on the date format contained in the file \CLICOM\DATA\DEDATE.CFG of your
CLICOM 3.1 system is identical to that on the print-out of your CLICOM 3.0 DEDATE.CFG file that you
made at point 5.2.2.1. If not, modify the date format in your CUCOM 3.1 DEDATE.CFG file to match that of
your CLICOM 3.0 system.
^ If you are using a COSORT version earlier than 4.3, you must modify 4 other batch files in your
CLICOM 3.1 system :
DATAPRD2.BAT
DATAPRD2.MON
MRG-ARC2.BAT
SORT2.BAT
These 4 batch files are in the \CLICOM\BATCH directory in the PC 31. Comparing these files with
those, that are in your CLICOM 3.0 system's \CLICOM\BATCH directory, will help you with this
task.
+ If you are using a COSORT version 4.3 or greater, you must run the batch file UPGCSORT.BAT.
This batch file is on disk 1 of the CLICOM installation disks. COSORT version 4.4 merges only up to
3fileswhile CLICOM expects to be able to merge up to 6 files. Therefore you must run this batch file
to modify COSORT.COR to meet CLICOM's requirement.
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«^ If you are using a COSORT version 4.3 or greater and you are running CLICOM on a network, you
must run the batch file MODCSDRV.BAT.
This batch file changes the letter of the drive on which COSORT software is installed. It is on the disk
1 of the CLICOM installation disks.
^If you are using DataEase version 4.53 Revision 1 or greater and if you have not already modified the
file ZTERMDEF.DBZ at point 5.4, you must do this now in order to allow the re-indexing facility of
CLICOM. This file is in the VDE directory..

To automatically sort DataEase files you need to modify the ZTERMDEF.DBZ file using DEBUG.
This enables the ANSI compatibility option.
Make a copy of the ZTERMDDEF.DBZ file
Type:
CD C:\DE
Type:
DEBUG ZTERMDEF.DBZ
Debug will display a - as the prompt
Type:
E034A
Debug will display a message ending with 01.
Immediately after the 01.
Type:
00
Type:
W
Type:
Q
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8.8.2.2 Key -entry part
You will have to
^ Define the key-entry forms that you plan to use with CLICOM 3.1
By using the Menu choice 5.1.1.1 and by referring to the notes that you made at point 8.2.2 (or directly
by using your CLICOM 3.0 system in your PC 30). There is also the possibility of directly copying the
files linked to the key-entry forms of your CLICOM 3.0 system (files with .TWF and .IDX extensions
and the SETUP.DAT file) but in order to get a clean installation, we recommend that you define these
forms manually.

^ Import from your CLICOM 3.0 system or define in your CLICOM 3.1 system the quality control
checks
To retrieve the quality controls checks you used with your CLICOM 3.0 system, copy the files
ELEMCHKS.* (that are in your \CLICOM\DATA directory in your PC 30 or on another device) to the
\CLICOM\DATA directory of your CLICOM 3.1 system.
You can also redefine them manually with the choice 5.1.(x).
^ Define the area-QC map outlines in CLICOM 3.1 if you have them defined in your CLICOM 3.0
system
With the notes you took at point 8.2.2 or directly by using your CLICOM 3.0 system, define manually
in CLICOM 3.1 the maps you want to retrieve (choices 5.4.1 and 5.4.2).

• If in your CLICOM 3.0 system you used the generation of derived moisture variables, or/and special
area-QC display colours, or/and some special time labels for HLY and SYN key-entry forms :
You may have to modify the file DATAQC.PRM in your CLICOM 3.1 \CLICOM\DATA directory.
Check with the print-out of this file that you made at point 8.2.2, or directly by using your CLICOM
3.0 system.
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8.8.2.3 Application part

|*
V

+ If you do not use the Norton Editor, please modify the ED.B AT batch file (in CLICOMNB ATCH
directory in your PC 31) to use the editor you wish to use.

^ Modify the element summary range categories if necessary
If you have made some modifications in CLICOM 3.0 on the "Monthly tabulation categories" or/and
the "DLY to MLY summary categories" or/and the "DLY to 10D summary categories", you may have
to modify the files MLYPUB.LIM, DLY2MLY.LIM and DLY210D.LIM of your CLICOM 3.1
system.(in the directory \CLICOM\DATA). Use the choice 5.2 of CLICOM 3.1 and check with the
print-outs of these specific files that you made at point 8.2.2 (or directly by using your CLICOM 3.0
system).
™
*•
|
'

+ Modify the parameterfilesfor CLICOM applications if necessary
Many CLICOM FORTRAN programs are controlled by parameter files. The files specify colours,
headings, titles, elements used, and a variety of other information. All parameter files have a ".PRM"
extension and are stored in the \CLICOM\DATA directory. The purpose and contents of each parameter
file is usually documented with the description of the program that it controls. You may have to modify
some of these CLICOM 3.1 parameter files in order to retrieve the set-ups that you made for your
CLICOM 3.0 system. The parameter files of your CLICOM 3.0 system are in the \CLtCOM\DATA
directory in your PC 30.
8.8.2.4 Graphics part
^ If you have made changes in CLICOM 3.0 on the settings for Wind Rose charts, you may have to
modify thefile\CLIGRAFVDATA\WROSPOKE.PRM. Check with the print-out that you made at point
8.2.2 or directly with your CLICOM 3.0 system.
^ It is not possible to easily retrieve the predefined graph definitions and the predefined graphics
screens that you have made with CLICOM 3.0. We recommend that you recreate them manually if
needed.

8.8.2.5 Retrieve any non-standard CLICOM 3.0 applications or program modifications to your CLICOM
3.1 system.
If you have developed programs for CLICOM 3.0 or/and modified/created menus or/and modified/created
batch files, we list below some remarks in order to help you to retrieve these developments to CLICOM 3.1.

For this particular migration we recommend you to read chapter 15 of the
CLICOM manual on "Changing the configuration of CLICOM FORTRAN
programs".
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^ FOR programs, you may have to :
•

Recompile the programs you have developed using the new libraries of CLICOM 3.1, especially if
you are using Windows NT or if you have installed the version 5.x of DataEase. The libraries of
CLICOM 3.1 are distributed in the installation set. Be careful! If these programs use the
CLICOM 3.0 text messages file, you must update the CLICOM 3.1 text messages file.
In CLICOM 3.0 there are 611 messages in the MESSAGES.FTNfile.
The free positions are : 001, 037, 038, 431 to 438.
In CLICOM 3.1 there are 812 messages in the MESSAGES. FTN file.
The free positions are : 613, 614, 631 to 639, 766 to 799, 813 up to the end.
If your messages numbers are not in the free positions of the CLICOM 3.1 MESSAGES.FTN
file, you have to move them to free positions and make corresponding modifications in your
programs.

•

Redefine some "Fortran programs forms" (choice 5.6) that you had defined for CLICOM 3.0. If
necessary, see the print-out that you made of these forms at point 8.2.2 or directly with your
CLICOM 3.0 system.

•

Import some "Fortran program menus" (choice 5.7.4) that you had defined for CLICOM 3.0. The
file from which you need to import is the USERMENU.DEF file in the \CLICOM\DATA
directory in your PC 30.

•

Redefine some "Screen for batch menus" (choice 5.8) that you had defined for CLICOM 3.0. If
necessary, see the print-out that you made of these screens at point 8.2.2 or directly with your
CLICOM 3.0 system.
Most of the programs consist of:
An executablefile(*.EXE, in the \CLICOM\PROG directory)
A helpfile(*.HLP, in the \CUCOM\HELP directory)
A batchfile(*.BAT, in the\CUCOM\BATCH directory)
Some screens for batch menus (*.SCR, in the\CLICOM\DATA directory)
Some workingfiles(*.PRM, *.DAT, etc., in the\CUCOM\PROG directory)
Some program forms (*.FRM, in the\CLICOM\DATA directory)
Some program menus (inside the USERMENU.DEFfile,in the\CUCOM\DATA directory)

^ For batch files, you may have to create or modify any batch file that you had created or modified in
your previous CLICOM 3.0 system. The batch files of your CLICOM 3.0 system are under the
\CLICOM\B ATCH directory in your PC 30.

8.8.2.6 Administration part
^ Define the "Fortran printer definition" choice 5.3.1 (see the print-out that you made at point 8.2.2 or directly
with your CLICOM 3.0 system).
^ Define or modify the user-names and levels that were used with your CLICOM 3.0 system.

That's all folks...! Please continue with the Chapter 9.
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9. Test everything
You have now completed the migration to CLICOM 3.1 (well done guys!). But...you still have to test all the
menus and programs before putting CLICOM 3.1 into operation.
We recommend that you read all your archive with CLICOM 3.1 in order to test the legibility of all your
archive (using the choice 8 of CLICOM). At this point we recommend that you duplicate your archive in
ASCII format with the choice 2.2 "export data in CLICOM ASCII format".
Do not forget to test that the sorting of data is correct especially if you have imported climate data from
CLICOM 3.0 to CLICOM 3.1 (with the choice 7 of the CLICOM Main Menu and then the command DSORT
XXX, where XXX = MLY, or = 10D, or = DLY etc.)

10. Backup your CLICOM 3.1work
Do not forget to backup the work done with CLICOM 3.1. Make 3 backup copies of all your CLICOM 3.1
system.

11. Important Remark
Keep the backup of your CLICOM 3.0 system in a safe place for a while, at least until you are sure that
CLICOM 3.1 corresponds in every detail to what you need. We recommend you to keep this CLICOM 3.0
backup as long as possible. If you have used 2 PCs for the migration, PC 30 and PC 31, keep your PC 30 as
long as possible.
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12. Where to get help

Organisations or contacts involved with CLICOM
World Meteorological Organisation
Address : WMO/WCDMP, Case postale n°2300, CH-1211 Genève 2.
Contact :
Mrs. Valerie Gerard
Telephone :
+41 22 7308278
Fax:
+41 22 7308042
e-mail :
gerard v@eatewav.wmo.ch
HTTP server : www.wmo.ch
FTP server :
ftp://www.wmo.ch/Documents/wcp/CLICOM/Clicom31 Ens/
CLICOM Area Support Centre for MS
Address : World Data Centre, Research Institute of Hydrometeorological Information, 6 Korolev Street, 249020
Obninsk, Russian Federation.
Contact :
Mr. Alexander Besprozvannykh
Telephone :
+7 084 39 74959
Fax:
+7 095 25 52225
e-mail :
clicom@meteo.ru
HTTP server : httD://www.meteo.ru/ftD/e str ftD.htm
Météo-France
Address : Météo-France, SCEM\CBD\OPC, 42 Avenue Gi
Contact :
Mr. Denis Stuber
Telephone :
+33 1 45 56 71 13
Fax:
+33 145 56 71 11
e-mail :
clicom@meteo.fr
e-mail :
denis.stuber@meteo.fr
HTTP server : HTTP://www.meteo. fr
CLICOM Area Support Centre for Region m
Address : Direction Meteorologica de Chile, Casilla 717, Santiago, Chile.
Contact :
Mr. Luis Carrasco
Telephone :
+562 67 63 445
Fax:
+562 60 19 590
e-mail :
clima@meteochile.cl
e-mail :
luicar home@vahoo.com
CLICOM Area Support Centre for Region V
Address : Malaysian Meteorological Service, TKT : 3A, Bang-Persekutuan, Jalan Sultan, 46200 Petaling Jaya,
Malaysia.
Contact :
Mr. Tan Lee Seng
Telephone :
+603 756 3225
Fax :
+603 756 3621
e-mail :
tls@kic.gov.mv
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CLICOM Area Support for Algeria
Address : Ministère des Transport, 119 rue Didoubhe Mourad, 16000 Alger Gare, Algérie.
Contact :
Mr. Azzedine Saci
Telephone :
+213 2 747 614
Fax:
+213 2 747 614
e-mail :
omn ccn@ist.cerist.dz
e-mail :
saci a@vahoo.fr

*"}
_)
»>
j
«•)
i

ACMAD, CLICOM Area Support Centre for Region I
Address :
BP13184 Niamey, Niger.
Contact :
Mr. Mohamed Boulahya
Telephone:
+227 72 3160
Fax:
+227 72 36 27
e-mail :
sd@acmad.ne

i»
i
_
]

CLICOM 3.1 developers
e-mail :
clicom31 @ wmo.ch

>

CLICOM users
e-mail :
clicom@wmo.ch

™]

DataBase Web sites

"'

Sapphire Software Services Solutions
http://www.dataease.co.uk

;

DataEase User Group
http://www.itevent.com/dug
Multiware, Inc
http://www.multi-ware.com

/
.i

DataEase Resource
http://www.toto.com/dataease

1

LANImation Technology
http://www.connectease.com

^
!

COSORT E-mail addresses
irinv!cosort@uu.psi.com
or
cosort@iri.com

"^

How to join the CLICOM User Group

!

Please contact Mrs. Valerie Gerard at WMO: gerard v@ gateway.wmo.ch
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Appendix A
For version 5.11 of DataEase for DOS

FIXES IN THIS VERSION
Views- Crosslinking of RDRR cured. GPF switching to table view cured.
• Non-use of indices cured. Corruption on resync cured.
• Can no longer save invalid fields. Can now clear a record!
Taborder - GPF in form design fixed.
Memory Footprint (16M) - Now meets minimum memory requirements without performance penalty, and
clears more memory for CDFs. Uses UMB's if available.
Colour field attribute - No longer needs quotes unless part of a conditional expression. No longer reverts to
'regular' when a field elsewhere on the form is modified.
Conditional Colour Attributes - Fixes to Table view, ctrl-F10,fieldentry, colour bleed and display corruption in
DQL and record entry. Previously unreliable in multiforms (Forms which have subforms, or are used as
subforms)
Conditional Required Attributes - Previously unreliable in multiforms. Some valid derivations previously
ignored now processed correctly. Conditional DataEntry Attributes - Previously unreliable on multiforms.
Custom Query Editor/Save Incomplete Queries - Creates backup, gives informative messages about overwriting
old files.
Default Records - Erroneous write-back of form definition when deleting default record fixed.
Backup/Restore - Now works with views, system locations.
Standard/Extended Dates - can no longer save invalid format.
Alt-T Enhanced Searching - no longer corrupts screen in record entry or input using.
Create/Delete Index - GPFs cured.
Ripple Choice - GPFs on encountering unexpected situations fixed.
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES/MANUAL CHANGES
FWi^

Virtual Memory
In DE 4.53, when using DE16M.EXE and its Virtual Memory feature (VMM) you had to create a VMC file to
control the location, size and name of your virtual memory swap file. In addition, other memory parameters
could be set in the SET DOS16M environment string.
DataEase 5 uses a later version of the DOS extended-mode memory manager, which eliminates the need for
these VMC files (which should be deleted) -and greatly reduces the need for the DOS16M parameter. Virtual
memory parameters are now set, like the DOS16M extender parameters, via an environment setting (i.e. the
DOS SET command). The environment handle is called 'VMM_DE16M'; the syntax for setting it is:
Set VMM_DE16M= <parameter> <value>
where parameter and value may be:
SWAPSZ n
sets swapfile size to n kbytes
SWAPNM <filename>
sets the name (and path) of swapfile
KEEP
keeps the swapfile after exiting
NOKEEP
deletes the swapfile after exiting (default)
XSWAP n
swapfile limit - leave n kb of disk space unallocated
XLOWM n
leave n kb of DOS low memory unallocated
XEXTM n
leave n kb extended memory unallocated

"^
\
**)
m,
\
j

-

;
H

The parameters you wish to set must be set in a single command e.g. to create a 4M swap file named
SWAP.DAT in your \DE50 directory, and keep it after you exit, type the following:
Set VMM_DE16M= SWAPSZ 4096 SWAPNM C:\DE50\SWAP.DAT KEEP

!

When creating a new application, do not set your VMM_DE16M parameter to KEEP; doing so will result in an
incorrect User Name and Application Name. We recommend you set it to NOKEEP when creating a new
database.

"^

The SET DOS16M string is now only observed on non-AT compatible machines - for details of supported nonAT compatibles please see the main manual. All AT compatible and PS/2 machines may have this string
removed.

I
*

•[•I-!: ^
\

)
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New INSTALL.DIN commands
The syntax for creating .DINfileshas changed due to the new file formats and naming conventions (.DBAs are
now split into .TDF and .CFM formats). The new syntax is as follows:
install form <formname> from:<cfinname> table:<tdmame> data:<data>
replace form <formname>from:<cfmname>table:<tdfhame> data:<data>
New parameters for Call Program commands.
The following parameters have been added to the Call Program command:
%n
%p
%c
%s
%s[n]
%s'alias'

is the full database name
is the DataEase program directory
is the control (DEPATH) directory
is the default data directory
is the system location directory for the key value n
is the system location directory for the alias 'alias'

OTHER ISSUES
View Resync.
Resychronising a view has been the subject of several bugfixes,but is still somewhat unreliable on large forms.
It also has a design flaw in that it is TOO thorough - it resynchronizes EVERYTHING in a view (except field
derivation). Our recommendation is to avoid resynchronisation of views - if the underlying form is changed,
you should create a new view and delete the old one. This area is a priority for future attention.
Other View information.
1. If you have a View that does not include all the fields on the underlying form, pressing F5 in the view will
clear both thefieldsin the view and the (hidden)fieldsin the underlying form. However, if you access existing
records through the view (by pressing F3, for instance), then change the data on the screen and enter the record,
any data in the hiddenfields(on the underlying form) are also copied into the new record.
2. If you create a View over a Multiform, the Subforms are not carried over. They must be recreated and
redesigned for that View. You may add other subform definitions not extant in the underlying form.
3. If you modify a View and want to save the results under a new name, an additional View will be created over
the existing Form.
4. When you create a View, all the relationships possessed by the underlying Form are replicated for the View.
The new relationships will retain the original optional relationship names of the owning Form; they must be
manually altered for the newly created relationships.
5. It is possible to change the field derivation of a field in a View so that they are different from those of the
Form. It is recommended to be cautious when modifying these field attributes as in certain circumstances the
data entered from a View could override the restrictions placed in thesefieldsin the underlying Form.
6. Fields that are part of a compound index can be removed from a view once the view is initially saved. Even
though this is allowed, we do not advise removing these fields.
7. Compound indices will not be recognized by views if they are created after the views are created. We
suggest you define all compound indices before making any Views.
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N.B. for SQL aware users: DataEase Views should not be confused with SQL views. Although DataEase
Views perform the same logical function as an SQL view (e.g. a virtual data structure built on underlying real
structure(s)), the fundamental structure in DataEase is the form, which includes not just a table definition, but
screen layout and methods for data validation, display and lookup, and embedded relations. Therefore
DataEase Views cope additionally with these aspects of data representation.
General Upgrade Issues
1. The RESTORE function of DataEase 5 for DOS and OS/2 is designed to allow you to restore DataEase
backups that were made with DataEase 4.x software versions into the 4.53rl format. When you then sign on to
the database using DataEase 5.1 for DOS and OS/2, you will be prompted to convert the application to a
DataEase 5 application.
2. You cannot restore a DE2.53 database directly to DataEase 5 but must pass via DataEase 4.x (any version),
which you need to obtain from your dealer. Special upgrade packs that include a copy of DataEase 4.53 are
sometimes found on the market.
3. If you have a 15-character User Name, and sign on using the name and password as parameters from the
DOS prompt, then your password will be visibly appended to the username on the sign on screen. If you wish
to prevent this display, either use a 14-character User Name, or do not include the password in your sign-on
command string.
4. The upgrade process has changed from that described in the manual. The serial number from the earlier
product is no longer retained. You are provided a new serial number and the install is the same as a non
upgrade.
Page Buffering on Upgrades.
Do not use DataEase 4.5x's page buffering with DFD 5.X. Before upgrading an application, ensure that page
buffering is turned off using the BUFSIZ utility. See your 4.5x documentation for details on this utility.
Virtual Memory Usage under DPMI.
When running the 16M product under a DPMI host such as OS/2 or Citrix, Virtual Memory handling (and real
memory allocation) is carried out by the host rather than by DataEase. This seems to require more allocated
DPMI memory (which is real plus virtual memory - the operating system decides the proportion) than one
would expect from usage in other environments. We recommend a minimum of 4MB DPMI allocated to the
DataEase DOS session, and this may need to be increased considerably for a large application. The native OS/2
version of the product does not experience this problem.
The above is not necessary for Windows, Windows for Workgroups, or Win 95, as DPMI memory allocation
on those hosts is not under user control. However, running a large DataEase application in a Windows session
on a machine with limited real memory may result in disk thrashing - increasing real memory or reducing the
memory overhead of other active programs is then necessary to restore performance.
Tutorial.
The TUTORIAL disk must be installed from the DataEase Install program (as documented). After installing it,
you must sign on using DataEase 5 and convert the application.
The User Name is 'NEWUSER'; the Password is 'TUTOR'.
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Create Form.
1. If you create a new DQL procedure, which uses the command 'Create Form', you will be able to parse and
save it, but you will not be able to run it unless you first exit to the Main Menu, then return to the DQL Menu to
run it.
2. Problems may be experienced defining and running procedures, which create a form, enter records into it,
and then delete the form. We recommend you perform these operations in separate procedures, and call them
from a Control procedure. We further recommend that, before running them, you save the procedures after
creating them, exit the application, and sign back in to run them.
Application Name.
It is no longer possible to give a Form the same name as the Application name (this is an interoperability issue).
Custom Editor.
It is not possible to use a Custom Editor to edit a DQL report which has field formats embedded in an "output"
statement. Nor should such a report be saved 'incomplete'.
Interoperability
In order to allow users of DataEase 5 for DOS and OS/2 access to tables either created in or migrated to
DataEase for Windows, you should sign on to the application in DataEase 5 for DOS and OS/2, go into Form
Definition, and select "View/Modify A Form". Select the Form name that corresponds to your DataEase for
Windows table and save it. The Form will now be available for use in Record Entry as well as for creating
Views over the Form.

DBASE AND PARADOX CONNECTIVITY
The following problems remain outstanding in this version of the dBase and Paradox drivers.
Form Definition.
When you define a DataEase numeric string field over a dBase text field, DataEase does not display padded
zeros regardless of whether you selected this option in the DataEase Application Configuration. DataEase
allows for a timefieldto be defined over a dBase or Paradox character field. This is not recommended.
A DataEase numeric string field over a Paradox date field will cause a "type mismatch" error if you add a
record and then switch to table view in record entry. Use DataEase datefieldsover Paradox date fields.
System Locations.
When creating a view over a remote table that resides in a separate system location the .TDF file will never be
found. Therefore, System Locations should not be utilized in a DataEase application built over dBase or
Paradox tables that will also use DataEase views.
Record Entry.
It is recommended that all remote tables have a unique key field. This is because access is via an SQL
interface, and SQL possesses the following limitations when no uniquefieldis provided:

Q

•

Searches will retrieve multiple matches in a random order.

•

If you have duplicate records, all of them will be deleted if you delete one.
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Appendix B

Directories Summary
Case n°1 : You decide to install CLICOM 3.1 on a PC which already
runs CLICOM 3.0 (i.e. you do not have a "free" PC) and you are not
going to change the version of your current DataEase.
\BACKUP
Directory that contains the DataEase backup of your CLICOM 3.0 system.
\BAKCLI
Directory that contains all thefilesfromthe \CLICOM directory of your CLICOM 3.0 system (with all the subdirectories).
\BAKCOST
Directory that contains all thefilesfromthe \COSORT directory of your CLICOM 3.0 system (i.e. the
COSORT program files).
\BAKDATA
Directory that contains all thefilesfromthe \DEDATA directory of your CLICOM 3.0 system (i.e. your
CLICOM 3.0 database).
\BAKDE
directory that contains all thefilesfrom the VDE directory of your CLICOM 3.0 system (i.e. the programfilesof
your DataEase software).
\BAKGRAF
Directory that contains all thefilesfromthe \CLIGRAF directory of your CLICOM 3.0 system (including those
in the sub-directories: VDATA and \MAP).

i
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Case n°2 : You decide to install CLICOM 3.1 on a PC which already
runs CLICOM 3.0 (i.e. you do not have a "free" PC) and you are going to
change the version of your current DataEase.
\BACKUP
Directory that contains the DataEase backup of your CLICOM 3.0 system.
\BACKUP2
Directory that contains the DataEase backup of your CLICOM 3.0 system made by DataEase 4.x. This
directory is only created if you have installed a DataEase 5.x version and you were previously using DataEase
2.5.
\BAKCLI
Directory that contains all the files from the \CLICOM directory of your CLICOM 3.0 system (with all the subdirectories).
\BAKCOST
Directory that contains all thefilesfromthe \COSORT directory of your CLICOM 3.0 system (i.e. the
COSORT program files).
\BAKDATA
Directory that contains all thefilesfromthe \DEDATA directory of your CLICOM 3.0 system (i.e. your
CLICOM 3.0 database).
\BAKDE
Directory that contains all thefilesfromthe \DE directory of your CLICOM 3.0 system (i.e. the program files
of your DataEase software).
\BAKGRAF
Directory that contains all thefilesfromthe \CLIGRAF directory of your CLICOM 3.0 system (including those
in the sub-directories: \DATA and \MAP).
\DATA4
Directory that contains the 4.x DataEase restore of your CLICOM 3.0 database (i.e. your CLICOM 3.0 database
in the DataEase 4.x format). This directory is only created if you have installed a DataEase 5.x version and you
were previously using DataEase 2.5.
\DE4
Directory that contains the programfilesof your DataEase 4.x software.
\REST0RE
Directory that contains the DataEase 4.x or DataEase 5.x restore of your CLICOM 3.0 database (i.e. your
CLICOM 3.0 database in the format of your new DataEase version).
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Case n°3 : You decide to install CLICOM 3.1 on a "free" PC which does
not have CLICOM on it, and you are not going to change the version of
your current DataEase.
\BACKUP
Directory that contains the DataEase backup of your CLICOM 3.0 system.
\TRANSFER
Directory on PC 31, the "free" PC on which you are installing CLICOM 3.1, for temporary files coming from
your PC 30, on which your CLICOM 3.0 is running.

Case n°4 : You decide to install CLICOM 3.1 on a "free" PC which does
not have CLICOM on it, and you are going to change the version of your
current DataEase.
\BACKUP
Directory that contains the DataEase backup of your CLICOM 3.0 system.
\BACKUP2
Directory that contains the DataEase backup of your CLICOM 3.0 system made by DataEase 4.x. This
directory is only created if you have installed a DataEase 5.x version and you were previously using DataEase
2.5.
\DATA4
Directory that contains the 4.x DataEase 4.x restore of your CLICOM 3.0 database (i.e. your CLICOM 3.0
database in the DataEase 4.x format). This directory is only created if you have installed a DataEase 5.x
version and you were previously using DataEase 2.5.
\DE4
Directory that contains the programfilesof your DataEase 4.x software.
\RESTORE
Directory that contains the DataEase 4.x or the DataEase 5.x restore of your CLICOM 3.0 database (i.e. your
CLICOM 3.0 database in the format of your new DataEase version).
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Case n°l or case n°3

STEP 1 (PARAGRAPH 5.1 / 7.1):

\DE

\CLICOM
(3.0)

\CLIGRAF
ARCHIVE (3.0)

-X
\COSORT

\DEDATA
(3.0)

S-

STEP 2 (PARAGRAPH 5.2/7.2):

•x
\BAKCL!
(3-0)

\BAKDE

\BAKGRAF

\BAKDATA
(0.3)

\BACKUP

;
*•

IX
\BAKCOST

•': • :
'.:::-•:•

I

I IMPORT
COPY, IMPORT
STEP 3 (PARAGRAPH 5.3 to 5.6 / 7.3 to 7.6):
""
\CLICOM
(3.1)

\DE

\CLIGRAF

"\
\COSORT

\DEDATA
(3.1)
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Case n°2 or case n°4

STEP 1 (PARAGRAPH 6.1 / 8.1):

\DE

\CLICOM
(3.0)

\CLIGRAF

(initial version)

ARCHIVE (3.0)
•____

\COSORT

\DEDATA
(3.0)

STEP 2 (PARAGRAPH 6.2 / 8.2):

\BAKCLI
(3.0)

••:
\BAKCOST

\BAKDE

\BAKGRAF

\BAKDATA
- (0.3)

\BACKUP

*-'p

•

COPY, IMPORT
i

STEP 3 (PARAGRAPH 6.3 to 6.7 / 8.3 to 8.8):

\CLICOM
(3.1)

\DE

\DE4

\DATA4

\CLIGRAF

(4.x or 5.x)

IMPORT
Sv.
\COSORT

\DEDATA
• (3.1)

\RESTORE

\BACKUP2

'^mù-ff.m&

IMPORT
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Appendix C

ACMAD
African Centre of Meteorological Applications for Development
Niamey, Niger
CLICOM/CLIPS Development & Evaluation Workshop

Report of the Year 2000 Clicom Compatibility Task Group
(Barry Alpha Boubacar, Abdoulkarim Traore, OkeyAligbe, Kenne Etienne, AliAbani)
1. Background
During the on-going workshop, special sessions were held on the Year 2000 problem as it relates to the
CLICOM system. The report of a sub-group during the start-up stage had highlighted some problems when
DataEase was invoked with a system date in the year 2000. Concerns were raised about the fate of National
Meteorological Centres (NMCs) and other agencies who may be using DataEase 4.2, or may be holding archive
records in its format. Determined to have a clear word on the issue, the workshop resolved to set up a task
group to examine the implications of the Y2K problem on Clicom. The task group were to consider in
particular:
(a) The suitability of the existing CLICOM package for processing climate data in the next millennium;
(b) The possibility of problems when retrieving data from the CLICOM archives after 31st December 1999.
2. Investigations
Not limiting itself to facts available locally, the task group searched the Internet to ascertain the views of known
authorities. Though many Web sites were visited, those of the WMO and Sapphire International (authors of
DataEase) provided information relevant to the subject matter which complemented the input of the workshop
participants. The Year 2000 compliance assessment for software was approached in the following manner:
(i) Which modules are affected by the datefieldin the software under investigation?
(ii) Can we make modifications of the code for those modules so that they work correctly?
(iii) If modifications cannot be made, what recommendations can be given for Clicom users?
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3. Findings
(a) The Y2K problem is date-based and concerns data fields which do not take account of the century. It also
concerns hardware that incorporates a clock and does not correctly register the date after 31st December
1999.
(b) Within the CLICOM system, dates are stored to show when digitised records were archived and retrieved
as well as when observations were taken. This "date-of-archival" information can be used by the database
manager, for example to get an idea about which datasets are retrieved most often, and so assist in making
decisions about which datasets to store "offline" and which to store as an "online archive" (e.g. on a CD
semi-permanenfly inserted in a CD drive). These dates are not critical to the usual operations of Clicom,
but may affect some users who have written reports that use the date-field information.
(c) The field showing the date of observations (e.g. in all climate data forms, and all station history forms) is
stored in a "numeric string" format of the form YYYY-MM-DD and therefore takes account of the century.
However, the dates of archival and last use of digitised records (as mentioned above, and found only in the
Dataset Directory file), which are stored using the DataEase "date" format, do not. These date fields are
therefore not "year 2000 compliant".
(d) This issue had been raised in earlier sessions, when Azzedine Saci had volunteered to examine the program
that writes directly to theDataset Directory Form.
(e) The system date is automatically written, in two digits, on Clicom printed products.
(f) DataEase stores the year in a Date field as two digits, which allows a 100 year of possible dates. Currently,
this span is 01/01/1901 to 31/12/2000 but can be changed as recommended in 6(d) below.
4. Hardware
The WMO sees the Y2K issue from two angles; namely, software and hardware. The Organisation has
proposed outright replacement of non-compliant equipment as a solution to the computer hardware problem.
Recipients of CLICOM are delighted with this suggestion as it is a way of getting upgraded hardware.
Strictly, however, new hardware is not necessary for Clicom which - with a few caveats discussed below - will
continue to function perfectly adequately on non-compliant hardware after the year 2000.
There are strong arguments for supplementing (not replacing) the existing computer hardware used for Clicom
in many NMCs, but these arguments have little to do with the Y2K issue in Clicom. The arguments are
important, but not relevant to this report.
5. Software
5.1 DataEase
Both the WMO and Sapphire International comment that DataEase 4.53 and earlier versions are "not Year 2000
compliant". This section looks in detail at what this means exactly and what its relevance is for Clicom users.
The task group has tested CLICOM 3.0 with versions 4.2 and 4.53 revision 1 of DataEase respectively. The
observation was that both versions of DataEase can run successfully on computers with the date set to the year
2000 deliberately for test purposes. Based on the findings, the team concluded that CLICOM 3.0 with versions
4.2 and 4.53 release 1 of DataEase is "Year 2000 compliant - as far as CLICOM users are concerned".
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Notes:
• If we set the computer date to the year 2000, the date that appears on the bottom right of the screen in
DataEase 4.2 is not displayed correctly (in our test, the date reads 02/06/10). But this minor cosmetic
problem does not affect the normal operation of your CLICOM system.
• From 1st January 2000, all reports produced using DataEase that print the current date using the built-in
DataEase function "current date" will print incorrectly. In our examples, the date printed for 2nd June
2000 was "02/06/10" (with the date configuration in DataEase set to "metric DD/MM/YY"). This problem
can be overcome fairly easily by modifying the report procedures and the report formats (see the example
below for details).
Example:
(a) Modify the procedure: From the Clicom Introductory Menu, select choice 2, sign on to
DataEase as ADMIN, choose option 4 (DQL procedure), then 8 (load procedure), and choose the
"MLY MEANS EXTREMES" procedure. Next select choice 4 (modify Query), then replace the
line "current date ;" by "day(current date) ; month(current date); year(current date) + 1990 ;" and
press F2 to save the modifications.
(b) Modify the report format: From the DQL menu (as above), use choice 5 (modify format), and
answer "yes" to accept the previous format. Delete the old "current date" field. Replace it by
three newfields(using F10) for the day, the month and the year separately. Use two-digit integers
for the fields "day(current date)" and "month(current date)", and four digits without the thousand
separator for the field "year(current date)". The new field separators should be "/" (i.e.
dd/mm/yyyy). Finally, press F2 to save the changes, and run the procedure to test it.
•

Normally, when you exit from DataEase, a test is done automatically to see whether changes have been
made to the Station Geography, Station Element Extremes and Element Codefiles,and if so, the
corresponding FORTRAN files are updated. This test uses the dates of modification of thefiles,and so
may give a false result if the year 2000 is interpreted as earlier than 1999.
In our tests, the date change was detected correctly, but we tested this only on PCs that have the year stored
correctly (i.e. with 4 digits) in the CMOS memory.
On older 486 and earlier PCs, the date change may not be detected. This potential problem can be
overcome easily. As soon as convenient after 1st January 2000, simply update the FORTRAN files
manually, as follows:
From Clicom Main Menu, choose option 7 (single DOS command)
Type the command BLDGEOG
Repeat this step using the commands BLDELEM and BLDEXTR

•

This action will set the "year" part of thefiledate to "00" and so any subsequent changes will be correctly
recognised.
In the datefieldsof the Dataset Directory form, in Y2000 the year does not appear: it is replaced by 2 stars
(**). However this does not affect the running of the archive and retrieve programs. The problem has been
solved by Azzedine Saci (Algeria Met) who has provided a modified version of the Fortran program called
TRANSFER. The modified program appears to work correctly with Clicom 3.0. To implement the
solution, just replace the old file "TRANSFER.EXE" in P:\PROG by the new one provided by Saci.
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5.2 Clicom 3.0
Clicom 3.0 does not work with version 5.x of DataEase because of some modifications to file and directory
structures in the new version of DataEase. However, this is not a Year 2000 issue. The Clicom 3.0 to 3.1
Migration Guide contains detailed notes on how to decide whether or not to move to version 3.1, and the Year
2000 issue
5.3 Clicom 3.1
Clicom3.1 runs with DataEase versions 4.53 revision 1, and 5.11. With both these versions, there should be no
problem caused by the new millenium.
5.4 Cosort
There is no problem with using Cosort after 1/1/2000.
5.5 Other Software
A very wide range of software applications have been developed by Clicom users for their climatological needs.
Each application must be examined in the same way that we have done for the Clicom core software, to see
whether it will be affected by the year 2000. We leave this for the developers of the applications to do
themselves.
6. Conclusions and Recommendations
Although we recognise the competence of DataEase authorities in matters concerning their software, our test
results of the CLICOM system with dates in the new millennium provide enough grounds for the workshop to
believe that all is well. It is obvious that software manufacturers, including DataEase, have a vested interest in
persuading their customers to upgrade to new versions of their software. Many are using the threat of problems
that may arise from the turn of the century to stampede their customers into buying the latest version of their
package, and even the WMO has fallen victim of this ploy. We have tried to approach the year 2000 issue
without this confusion.
While supporting the on-going efforts tofinda replacement for the CLICOM system, it is the view of the task
group that the present CLICOM can serve well for the time being. We wish to recommend several measures
that users should adopt:
a)
Users should not abandon their version 3.0 of Clicom simply because of the year 2000 issue.
b)
The notes above should be sufficient for Clicom administrators to make the necessary modifications so
that their system continues to function adequately.
c)
As a general reminder, copies should be made of all database files before making any changes as
described, so that if problems arise the original state can be restored.
A further point of note is that non-Pentium computers, including old PCs with 286 or 386 processors, will still
be perfectly adequate for CLICOM data entry.
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Appendices
Scare stories
The comments below from the software vendors and regurgitated on the WMO web site should be read with the
points discussed above firmly in mind.
extract from WMO Web site (Message from Manufacturers)
It is very likely that the old CLICOM systems, which are at the end of their life span, will be very difficult to
put in operation after 31 December 1999 because of the old hardware, operating system and DataEase noncompliance. Probably, it is better to invest in replacing old hardware with Pentium PCs, old operating systems
with Windows 95 and Windows NT, and old DataEase with DataEase 5+. All the replacements are Y2K
compliant. The replacements are supported by the new version of CLICOM "core" software (version 3.1),
which is available now for testing from the FTP server of the Russian CLICOM Area Support Centre. The
version will be ready for distribution in early 1999.
DataEase and Dates
The following information has been taken from an article "Getting Ready for 2000" by Mr Graham Smith
(http://www.plmconsulting.com/v2kmain.hunl), PLM Consulting, Inc., giving information on DataEase Y2K
compliance.
Versions of DataEase prior to 4.5 will not run after 12/31/99. There are a number of products like DataEase
4.24 that were built with compilers that can not deal with the change over. Most of these products will simply
refuse to run or will blow up with some error message when started.
Preparing for the Millennium
I am writing to you out of concern that some DataEase for DOS (DfD) customers are underestimating the
potential impact of possible Y2K, or Millennium, problems.
To date, Sapphire International has always presented alternatives to our customers and only discontinued
products when there were pressing reasons to do so. For example we have continued to support multiple DOS
products - DfD Version 4 and Version 5. The availability of old DOS products in parallel with newer versions
may have lead to some misunderstandings, and the purpose of this letter is to correct them.
The Whole Picture: not just the Millennium
Knowing that your software is Millennium Compliant, or that it might work through the Millennium, is not
enough. There is much more involved in ensuring that problems do not prevail on or after 1st January 2000.
The essential first step - your software.
The software being used, in this instance DataEase for DOS, must fit these criteria:
A product that is Millennium Compliant.
DfD V5.15 is fully compliant. DfD V4.53 has known problems associated with Year 2000, and never will be
compliant, as we cannot develop the source code further. According to BSI's DISC PD2000-4 new guidelines,
DfD V4.53 DOES NOT Conform.
Please refer to the latest version of the Millennium Information Bulletin conforming to BSI DISC PD 2000-1
and BSI DISC PD 2000-4: http://www.dataease.co.uk/vear2000/millenniuminfobulletin.htm
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Appendix D
Extracts from the Clicom e-mail discussion group
<clicom@wmo.ch>
At 14:00 on 04-08-97 +0200, Anatoly Laptev Laptev A@ gateway.wmo.ch wrote:
Dear Colleagues,
Very urgent!!!
Please advise on how the Year Coding must be made in the CLICOM in after 2000. The problem is that only
two digitfieldis available for this parameter at the present version and there will be no difference between
1900 and 2000 years. Your advice will be used for preparation of the CCI recommendation.
My point is to update the yearfieldup to four digits in the version 3.1.
Please confirm receiving and answer as soon as possible.
Thanks,
Anatoly
Date: Tue, 5 Aug 1997 07:50:45 +0800
To: Anatoly Laptev <Laptev_A@ gateway. wmo.ch>
From: "Tan Lee Seng (Mr)" <tls@kjc.kjc.gov.my>
Subject: Re: The CLICOM Year Coding in the 3rd millennium
Cc: asupperi@cariari.ucr.ac.cr, tolasz@chmi.cz, lea.leskinen@fmi.fi, tls@kjc.gov.my, "Luis Carrasco"
<clima@netup.cl>, Denis.Stuber@meteo.fr, I.C.Dale@reading.ac.uk, alexander@storm.iasnet.com,
zmd@zamnet.zm, Scholefield_P@gateway.wmo.ch
Dear Anatoly,
As I understand most of the data records in CLICOM has a four-digit YEAR field and therefore there is no
worry for the Millenium bug. However, DataEase has a peculiar feature that only allows the number of years of
data limited to certain number of years. I am not sure whether it is 50 years or 100 years.
Hope to hear from the rest what they think.
Warmest regards from:
Tan Lee Seng (ACTING DIRECTOR CLIMATOLOGY)

ds@kjc.gov.my

From: "Radim Tolasz" <tolasz@chmi.cz (tolasz)>
To: "clicom@wmo.ch" <clicom@wmo.ch>
Subject: FW: The CLICOM Year Coding in the 3rd millennium
Date: Tue, 5 Aug 1997 06:47:56 +-200
Dear Anatoly, Dear colleagues,
I was thinking about this problem a few month ago. I mean that the 3rd millennium problem will not be
problem of CLICOM because:
1, In DataEase part are all YEAR fields defined as NUMERIC STRING with 4 characters.
2. In Fortran part are all YEAR variable read as CHARACTER*4 (for example in SUBROUTINE
OPENINPUT parts READMLY, READDLY, READ10D...).
Best Regards,
Radim Tolasz
Czech Hydrometeorological Institute, K Myslivne 1, 708 00 Ostrava - Poruba, Czech republic
tlf: ++42 69 6900 270
fax: ++42 69 6910 284
e-mail: tolasz@chmi.cz
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Date: Wed, 6 Aug 1997 14:51:00 +0800
To:
fijimetbce@is.com.fj
From: "Tan Lee Seng (Mr)" <tls@kjc.kjc.gov.my>
Subject: Re: The CLICOM Year Coding in the 3rd millennium
Cc: clicom@www.wmo.ch

T
J
"^
l

At 16:55 on 06-08-97 +1200, Janita Pahalad <fijimetbce@is.com.fj> wrote:

**
!

Dear Lee Seng,
Bruce and I checked out CUCOM's capabilites as far as 'YEAR' is concerned.... we feel it is very well designed
to cope with the 3rd millennium. As already confirmed there is no problem in DataEase data records because
YEAR is defined as numeric string with 4 chars.
Also, there shouldn't be any problem with the 'DATE'field, which is normally used to print out the current date
(eg. DE products). DE stores the year in a Datefieldas two digits, which allows a 100 year ofpossible dates.
Currently, this span is 01/01/1901 to 31/12/2000. This span can be altered by changing the starting yearfrom
1 to 75. For example, modifying starting year to 75 will give a span of 01/01/1975 to 12/31/2074 (sufficient for
now). There shouldn't be any problem in changing the date range since the DATE format is not used in
CLICOM data files. We testesd it out and everything works as normal.
For instance, if you run a procedure which calls for the current DATE to be printed, and run it on say
01/04/2001, you will get the date printed as 01/04/01...no problem with that.
Best regards
Janita Pahalad

H

Fiji Meteorological Service, Private Mail Bag, NAP0351, Nadi Airport, FIJI.
Tel: (679) 724 888
Fax:(679)720430
e-mail: fijimetbce @ is. com.fi
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Dear Janita,
Please say Hello to Bruce for me.

«

What you said about the datefieldin DataEase was absolutely correct. This problem has nothing to do with the
so-called Millenium bug. In fact the present DataEase cannot go beyond the year 2074. Does any one of us
live to that date? Anyway DataEase will not like you to use the same version of DataEase until that time! ! ! ! !
However, for the Met Service this is a very serious flaw! The Met Services need something that virtually can
go on forever at least for the storage of the data. By then, everybody should have moved to some database that
is better, robust and versatile.

„

1

I
Warm regards,
Tan Lee Seng (ACTING DIRECTOR CLIMATOLOGY)

tls@kjc.gov.my
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